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ABSTRACT

A mathematical model which describes the diffusion of oxygen in
absorbing tissue is presented. The model accounts for the presence of a
moving boundary which marks the deepest penetration of oxygen into the
absorbing

medium

and

predicts

the steady state and unsteady

state

distribution of oxygen through the absorbing tissue.
Results are shown for zeroth, half,

first,

one and a half,

and

second order rates of absorption as well as when the rate of absorption
is described by the Michaelis - Menten equation.
The mode 1 predictions show that the
boundary

to

recede to

the

surface of

tot a 1 time

the

for

the moving

tissue and the innermost

penetration of oxygen at steady state increases with absorption order
when the initial surface concentration is less than unity, whereas the
total time and oxygen penetration depth decreases with absorption order
when the initial surface concentration is much larger than unity. It is
also shown that for a first order absorption rate, the total time and
innermost

point

of oxygen penetration is independent of the ini tia 1

surface concentration .
The

results

may

be

used

to

develop

a

time

varying

radiation

procedure in the treatment of tumors by radiotherapy, so as to compensate
for the lost killing effectiveness resulting from oxygen consumption by
the tumor. Tt was found that in certain cases constant radiation dosage
may suffice. ln addition, the results may be used to obtain

esLi.mates

for the absorption rate constant and the absorption order in a tissue.

iii

The modelling and solution procedure presented in this work may also
be applicable to certain classes of systems involving mass diffusion and
absorption or chemical reactions with a moving interface as well as
thermal

diffusion

problems

generated or dissipated.

with

a

moving

interface where

heat

is

iv
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the treatment of cancer by radiotherapy the aim is to apply a
radiation dose large enough to kill the cancerous cells without damaging
the heal thy cells.

It

has been shown that cells exhibit

increased

radiosensitivity with increased oxygen concentration (Gray et al., 1953;
Alper and Howard-Flanders, 1956; Deschner and Gray, 1959; Elkind et al.,
1965).
reduced

If a cell is deprived of oxygen its radiosensitivity may be
by

nearly

three

times.

While

most

normal

cells

are

well

oxygenated, many tumors grow in solid masses which are not penetrated by
blood capillaries and oxygen will have to reach the inner parts of the
tumor by diffusion. Depending on the size and type of the cancer there
may be parts within the tumor where the oxygen concentration is very low
or approximately zero (Churchill-Davidson, 1968). The presence of oxygen
in the tumor will therefore allow the use of smaller radiation doses to
achieve the desired degree of damage.
The method of interest for introducing oxygen into the tumor is to
equilibrate

a

surface

of

the

tumor

with

a

gas

of

high

oxygen

concentration, often under high pressure. The tumor is allowed to absorb
oxygen

until

steady

state

conditions

are

reached.

The

oxygen

concentration profile characterizing this steady state depends on the
consumption of the absorbed oxygen by cancerous cells and the diffusional
transport of oxygen within the tumor. The concentration of oxygen at the
surface may be estimated from the concentration of the oxygen source
(McElwain, 1978). A point will exist within the tissue at which the
oxygen concentration and the oxygen mass flux have dropped to zero,
marking the point of innermost penetration. When steady state is reached,

2

the outer surface is sealed off and radiation treatment can begin. During
the treatment, the oxygen within the tissue continues to be consumed as
well as to diffuse because of the existing, although decreasing, oxygen
concentration gradient. As a consequence of the removal of oxygen, the
initial

steady

state

profile

changes

and

the

point

of

innermost

penetration where the concentration is zero will gradually move towards
the sealed surface until no oxygen remains.
It is apparent that because of the continuous changes of the oxygen
concentration within the tissue, it would be desirable to establish a
time varying radiation treatment that is controlled by the changing
oxygen concentration profile in the tumor.

3

II. OBJECTIVE OF PRESENT STUDY

The objective of this work is to obtain information about the oxygen
distribution within the tumor and how it changes with time during the
treatment by modelling and solving the combined diffusion and absorption
processes. The predictions of the model would provide us with knowledge
on how deep into the tissue the oxygen penetrates, how this depth depends
on the oxygen concentration of the source, as well as the time variation
of the oxygen

concentration distribution within

the

tissue

information

priori

during

treatment.
With

this

concentration of

the

source

one
so

may
as

determine
to

a

achieve

an

the oxygen

initial

oxygen

penetration depth that is beyond the thickness of the tumor. The model
predictions would also show how the oxygen concentration changes with
time at each point within the tumor and therefore, by knowing how the
radiosensitivity changes with oxygen

concentration ,

a

radiation dosage may be established so as to maintain

time

varying

the desired

effectiveness of the radiation treatment. The model would also predict
the time at which the oxygen concentration within the tumor has decreased
to a critical low value below which the oxygen effect is negligible and
thus, the treatment should be discontinued.

4

III. LITERATURE REVIEW

The oxygen effect in radiotherapy was first noted by Hahn (1904) who
described a method of reducing skin reaction by local application of icewater during treatment . Thoday and Read (1947; 1949) showed a large
reduction in the effects of x-rays on broad bean roots i f they were
deprived of oxygen while irradiated. An epoch making work was done by
Gray et al.

(1953) showing that the relationship between oxygen and

radiosensitivity applied to a wide variety of living cells. In 1956,
Alper

and

Howard-Flanders

(1956)

defined

precisely

the

oxygen

radiosensitivity curve which was subsequently confirmed by Deschner and
Gray (1959) and Elkind et al. (1965). They all showed that if a cell is
deprived of oxygen its radiosensitivity is reduced by a factor of nearly
three whereas excess oxygen only increases its radiosensitivity very
slightly.
The use of oxygen in human cancer radiotherapy was first reported by
Hultborn and Forssberg (1954). One half of the tumor was irradiated with
the patients breathing air at atmospheric pressure and the other half
while they were breathing pure oxygen also at atmospheric pressure. It
was shown that the radiation effect was markedly enhanced in Lhe half of
the tumor treated while the patients were breathing pure oxygen. Similar
results have been shown by Churchill-Davidson et al. (1955) and VanDer
Brenk et al. (1964).
Measurements

of

the

oxygen

concentration

in

tissues

using

a

polarographic method have been reported by Carter and Silver (1960) and
Evans and Naylor

(1963).

A polarographic method

was

also

used

by

Constable and Evans (1975) to measure the spatial distribution of tissue

5

oxygen removal rates. They used a multicathode electrode to measure
oxygen concentrations on a tissue surface. The consumption rate was then
related to the surface oxygen concentration by a model for oxygen
diffusion in absorbing tissue proposed by Crank and Gupta (1972). This
model assumes a constant rate of consumption whereas the present work
investigates the concentration distribution in tissue where the rate of
absorption depends on the oxygen concentration.
The first theoretical approach to obtain

information about the

oxygen distribution in a tissue, where oxygen is introduced locally at
the tissue surface, was made by Crank and Gupta

(1972).

The moving

boundary problem was solved assuming a constant rate of absortion. In
this case the innermost penetration depth of oxygen is found at a finite
distance within the tissue. An essential feature in this problem is that
there is no relationship which contains the velocity of the moving
boundary explicitly. In other moving boundary problems the velocity of
the boundary may be determined by physical requirements at the boundary.
In the so called 'Stefan problem ' (Ockendon and Hodgkins, 1975), a change
of state occurs on the moving interface. The velocity of the boundary can
therefore be determined since the latent heat required for the change of
phase must be supplied or removed by conduction.
In the work by Crank and Gupta (19 72), a f i nite d i fference method
was used to obtain a numerical solution in which the grid was moved with
the velocity of the boundary. The position of the moving boundary was
determined by a Taylor's series. A good review of other related finite
difference

methods

is

presented

by

Ockendon

and

Hodgkins

(1975).

Furzeland (1980) provides a comparative study of several methods for the
numerical solution of the moving boundary problem. He concluded that

6

front-tracking methods produce accurate moving boundaries.

In these

methods the position of the boundary is predicted along the solution of
the

governing

partial

differential

equation.

Also,

coordinate

transformations which fix the position of the moving boundary were
particularly useful for rapidly shrinking domains.
A major problem of finite difference methods is that one can not
calculate the value of the oxygen concentration gradient at a grid point.
This inhibits knowledge of the mass flux at a grid point and may lead to
computational
involving

inadequacies

nonlinear

and

absorption

difficulties
rates

especially

and/or

when

for

the

systems
innermost

penetration length at steady state is not finite.
Liapis et al. (1982) solved the same (constant absorption rate)
moving boundary problem using orthogonal collocation which does not
suffer

from

the

computational

limitations

encountered

in

finite

difference schemes (Villadsen and Michelsen, 1978). A change of space
variable was used to fix the position of the moving boundary and its
position was determined by the method of 'false position'.

7

IV. MATHEMATICAL FORNULATION

The complicated transport mechanisms of oxygen in tissue may be
simplified by assuming that the transport is controlled by diffusion in
the solid parts of the tissue and on the surfaces of its porous networks
(Liapis et al., 1982). Since these two diffusional mechanisms have the
same mathematical description (Froment and Bischoff, 1979) they can be
treated as one. Local equilibrium is assumed to exist between the tissue
and oxygen at

each point during

absorption,

since

the

process

of

absorption in tissue is seldom rate limiting (Bruley and Hunt, 1974;
Liapis et al., 1982). Also, the diffusion with absorption process is
taken to be isothermal

and one-dimensional. The continuity equation

describing the system in Figure 1, is given by the partial differential
equation

ac 1 a (xsD ~xc) _ f(C)
-at=--sax-

(1)

C}

X

where C(x,t) denotes the concentration of oxygen in the tissue, Dis the
effective diffusion coefficient of oxygen and f(C) represents the rate of
consumption (absorption) of oxygen per unit volume of absorbing tissue.
By putting s

=

0, 1 or 2, equation (1) is applicable for rectangular,

cylindrical or spherical geometry.
The present work concerns itself with rectangular geometry and it is
assumed that Dis constant (Bruley and Hunt, 1974; McEwain, 1978; Liapis
et al., 1982). Liapis et al. ( 1982) studied the case where the rate of
consumption is independent of the oxygen concentration, that is f(C)

=

=a

constant. However, experimental data (Liapis, 1983; McElwain, 1978)

8

C(O,t)

C(X(t), t)

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

x=X(t)

x=O
~:

One-dimensional slab representing the tissue
where X(t) represents the position of the
moving boundary.
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indicate that the rate of consumption in tissue may be a function of the
oxygen concentration. The present work takes this into account by two
different expressions for the rate of absorption. The first is given by
the Freundlich equation (Treybal, 1980)

f(C)
where a and
that

for

a are constants

= aC~

(2)

determined experimentally. It should be noted

an oxygen concentration greater

than

unity,

the

rate

of

absorption increases with increasing values of 8 while it decreases for
concentrations less than unity for increasing values of

~.

Therefore,

depending on the values of a, 8 and the oxygen concentration of the
source,

different

steady state profiles

will

be

reached

and

also

different time varying oxygen distributions will be observed in the
tissue, after the surface has been sealed off. Since 8 usually lies in
the range of zero to two, the cases studied in this work are for 8 equal
to 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0. The case where B = 0.0 was studied by Liapis et
al. (1982) and the results are given in this work for completeness.
In certain tissues the rate of absorption is often described by the
Michaelis - Menten equation (McElwain, 1978)

f(C)

= k v+cc

(3)

where V and k are the maximum absorption rate and Michaelis constant,
respectively. For k = 1, equation (3) becomes the well known Langmuir
expression. In equation (3), the absorption order changes with changing
oxygen

concentrations.

For concentrations much smaller than k,

behavior is similar to that for equation (2) with 8

= 1.0,

the

whereas for

10

concentrations much larger than k it resembles the case where f(C) is a
constant, that is, where

e = 0.0.

The combined oxygen diffusion and absorption mechanisms described
above, are considered to be active during the steady and unsteady state
phases of the treatment process.

A. STEADY STATE PHASE

During the initial phase when oxygen is being

loaded

into the

tissue, the concentration at the surface has a constant value C

0

c = c0

at x

=X

(4)

A steady state is reached when the concentration gradient becomes
zero at a point X in the slab where the concentration is also zero.
Although the point X may be beyond the length of the tumor, which implies
that the oxygen concentration is nonzero at the innermost point of the
cancerous tissue, it will not disturb the distribution of oxygen within
the tumor if the whole tissue is considered to be a homogeneous system.
During steady

state

the concentration in the tissue

is

everywhere

independent of time, that is, no more oxygen is accumulated since at this
state the rates of absorption and diffusion are equal to the rate of
oxygen supply

from

the

source.

The

point

X marks

the

innermost

penetration of oxygen and no oxygen can diffuse beyond this point.

11

Therefore the following conditions exists

ac

-

ax

C

at x =X

== 0

=0

at x

(5)

=X

(6)

The steady state solution is obtained by solving

D rt-.~ - f(C)
2

=0

(7)

subject to the boundary conditions (4), (5) and (6) where f(C) is given
by equation (2) or (3). For the case where f(C) = aC~ and~= 0.0 (Liapis
et al., 1982)

or~=

1.0, analytical solutions can be obtained.

When~=

0.0 the solution is given by

C

a (x - X) 2
2D

(8)

=-

X= c~Co )1/2

and

(9)

rhis implies that the point of innermost penetration can be found at a
finite length within the tissue with appropriate values forD, C and a.
0

rhe steady state solution for

~

= 1.0 which satisfie s equations ( 4 ) and

(5) is

cosh(l;(x - X))
cosh(l;X)
where ~ 2

= a/D.

(10)

Boundary condition (6) is satjsfied as X~ ~ in equation

(10). This may also happen to be the case for other forms of f(C).

12

An approximate solution to a problem with this property can be
obtained with a specified degree of accuracy, by incorporating the idea
of an innermost penetration where the oxygen concentration is as small as
desired but nonzero (Ockendon and Hodgkins, 1975; pp. 67). This implies
that a deepest point of penetration may be found at a finite length X
where C is very small and close to zero, and the oxygen concentration
distribution beyond this point may be neglected. This approximation also
makes it possible to trace a minimum (critical) oxygen concentration
within the tissue below which the oxygen effect is negligible. Therefore,
with the proper values for a and D, X can be found implicitly from
equation (10) when 6

= 1.0

by letting C/C

0

=

o,

where

o is

taken to be a

small number close to zero. When X is found, equation (10) gives the
steady state oxygen distribution which is cut off at a concentration 6C .
0

For the case where the rate of absorption is nonlinear, the steady
state profile is obtained by solving equation (7) numerically so as to
give a profile which is cut off at a penetration depth where the
concentration is 6C . The values of the parameter
0

o

for the different

cases studied are given in Table I. Using a lower value of

o would

imply

that the solution obtained would provide a better approximation for the
value

of

the

innermost

penetration,

and

therefore,

condition given by equation (6) is more closely satisfied.

the

boundary

13

TABLE I. Values of the parameter o for
the different cases studied
Freundlich Expression
~

0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0

0

0

10 - 3
10- 3

10- 4
10- 4

10- 3
10- 3

10- 4

Michaelis - Menten Expression
K

6

0.05
0.5

10- 3
10- 3

5.0

10- 3
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B. UNSTEADY STATE PHASE

Once the surface is sealed off and radiation is applied, no more
oxygen

is

allowed to enter the

tissue

but

oxygen

already

present

continues to be consumed and diffuse. Therefore, the point of innermost
penetration, X, moves towards the surface of the slab. This part of the
process can be described by the following equations
2
ac = a c
D- f(C)
2
at
ax

-

0 < X < X(t), t > 0

( 11 )

ac =
0
ax

at x = 0, t > 0

(12)

ac
ax

at x = X(t), t > 0

(13)

-

-

=

0

at X= X(t) ,

c = 0

t

(14)

> 0

at t = 0, 0 .:: X < X(O)

c = q(x)

(15)

where the function q(x) is the oxygen distribution at steady state and is
given by equation (8) or (10)

when~=

0.0

or~=

1.0, respectively.

It should be noted that the innermost penetration X of the steady
state phase corresponds to X(O) of the unsteady state phase, and the
boundary condition given by equation (14) takes the form
C

for the cases

when~=

= eSC

0

at x

= X(t),

t > 0

(14a)

1.0 or when f(C) leads to a steady state solution

such that C = 0 only at X =

oo.

The above equations can be put in

dimensionless form by defining the following variables

15

T

Dt
X(0) 2 ,

=--~

e

c
c0

=-

(16)

where y (t) represents how the position of the innermost penetration
0

changes with time in nondimensional form. Equations (11) - (15) then
become
0 -< y -< y 0 (t) , t > 0

ae

-= 0
ay

at y = 0,

>

0

ae =
0
ay

at y = yo('t),

'(

-

t

(18)

0

>

(19)

e =0

at y = yo('t),

0

(20)

0 = 6

at y = yo('t), 't > 0

(20a)

0 = q(y)

at 't = 0, 0

~

t

>

y -< y 0 (O) = 1
~

Equation (20) is applicab le for the case where
(20a) is used

(17)

when~=

= 0.0,

(21)
while equation

1.0 or when f(C) leads to X(O) = • in order for 0

to be zero. The function g(0) is given by
g(0)

= ). 1e~

X(0)2a.(C )8-1

when the Freundlich equation is used. ).
When

~

= 1.0, ).

1

0

(22)

D

1

is equal to 2.0 when

~

= 0.0.

is found by solving equation (10) implicitly for X. If

the Michaelis - Menten expression is used, g(0) is given by

K

k

=C
0

(23)
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The function q(y) is given by
Xl
2
q(y)=2(1-y)

when

~

= 0. 0

(24)

and by
q(y) = cosh ( >X(y - 1))
cosh(~X)

for the case where

~

= 1.0.

(25)

The solution of the expressions given by

equations (26) - (29)

0

e=1
ae

ay

=

at y
0

e =o
would

provide

the

at y
at y

function q (y)

0 < y < 1

(26)

=0

(27)

=1
=1

(28)

(29)

when analytica 1 solutions are not

available .
The system presented above represents a moving boundary problem
since the point of innermost penetration, X(t), moves towards the surface
as time progresses.

Because there is no oxygen diffusing across the

moving boundary at any time, there is no relationship which contains the
velocity of the moving boundary explicitly.
Several numerical methods have been suggested (Crank and Gupta,
1972; Ockendon and Hodgkins, 1975; Furzeland, 1980, Liapis et al., 1982)

and in the following section a numerical procedure using orthogonal
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collocation (Villadsen and Hichelsen, 1978; Holland and Liapis, 1983) is
presented for solving the above presented parabolic partial differential
equations.

C. NUMERICAL SOLUTION PROCEDURE

The method of orthogonal collocation has been selected because of
its

stability and

convergence

properties

(Villadsen and Michelsen,

1978). Also, the computation time of the solutions is

usually more

favorable with this method than with other numerical methods for the case
of parabolic partial differential equations (Villadsen and Michelsen,
1978; Finlayson,

1972). The method of orthogonal collocation is only

applicable to problems of fixed extent. In order to fix the position of
the moving boundary, y (t), and to ensure that the value of the point of
0

deepest penetration is always equal to unity, a new space variable is
introduced

(30)

which leads to the following expressions for the partial derivatives of
the dependent variable

€)

(::~ ),
(:~ )y

(:~).

2

1

=

(yo(T))

-

c

2

y (T)
0

(a e)
(}~2

(31)

T

dy (T)
0

dT

(

:~)

T

(32)
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The above expressions transform the moving boundary problem defined by
equations (17) - (21) into a problem of fixed extent. The transformed
equations are

(33)

ae
aF;

-

= 0

ae
aF;

-= 0

e
e
and

0!~=

function

1

=

o when

q(~)

~

at

= 1,

at ~ = 1'

= 0

at

= q(O
~

at ~ = 0,

't

't

> 0

(34)

't

> 0

(35)

> 0

't

(36)

= 0, 0 < ~ -< 1
-

= 1.0 or when f(C) forces X(O)

has the following expressions

for~=

(37)

=~so

0.0

that 0 = 0. The

and~=

1.0
(38)

q (()

= cosh(~X(1

cosh(z;X)

~))

(39)

For the other cases, the solution of

g(e)

=

o

(40)

with the boundary conditions

e =1
~
=0
a~

at
at

=0

~

~

= 0

(41)

(42)
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0

=0

=1

at .;

(43)

provides the initial condition, q(.;), of the unsteady state problem If
f(C) forces X(O) to be equal to infinity in order for 0 to be zero, then
equation (43) becomes
0

=0

=1

at .;

(43a)

. The numerical solution to the steady state phase for these cases can
now be obtained by the application of orthogonal collocation on the space
variable of equation (40) which gives the following system of nonlinear
algebraic equations

N+2

=0

l: B . . 0. - g(9.)
l.,J J
l.
j=1

,

By using the boundary conditions

i

(41)

= 2,3, ... ,N+1

and (42)

(44)

one can obtain the

concentrations at the external collocation points .; 1 = 0 and .;N+Z = 1 as
0

1

A_

-~+2,1

= -

which

can

be

+

(45)

N+l
E A_

j=2-~+2,j

ej
(46)

~+2,N+2

substituted

concentrations at the

= 1

into

external

equation

(44)

to

collocation points.

eliminate
This

system

the
of

nonlinear algebraic equations is solved numerically using a variation of
Newton's method. For the case where the rate of absorption is nonlinear,
the values of the constants

x1

and

x2

in equations (22) and (23) are

obtained by a trial and error procedure so as to give a profile which
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satisfies the boundary condition eN+Z

=6

(Appendix B). The values for Al

and A2 obtained by this procedure are given in Table II.
Applying the method of orthogonal collocation on equation

(33)

yields the following set of ordinary differential equations

dy (T) (N+2

~

EA . . e.
j=l ~,] J

T

)

-

g(9.)
~

i = 2 , 3 , . . . , N+ 1

Since there is no explicit

(47)

expression for the velocity of the moving

boundary, the following approximation is used

dy (T)

y

0

The boundary conditions

0

( T+6T) - y 0 (T)

(34) and (35) can be used to eliminate the

concentrations at the external collocation points

0

(48)

~

1

= 0 and

~N+

2 =1

(49)

1

N+l
E ~+2 · 9 j + ~+2 19 1

=-

j=2

,]

'

(50)

~2,N+2

When the steady state profile is obtained as described above,
equation (47) together with equations (49) and (SO) are integrated using
a

third order semi-implicit Runge

- Kutta method

(Michelsen,

1977;
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Holland and Liapis, 1983). This method is also applicable for integrating
stiff ordinary differential equations.
The position of the moving boundary is determined so as to satisfy
the boundary condition (36), that is 0N+Z = 6, using the following
scheme:

the term y 0 (t+At) in equation (48) is given the value y

equation (47) is integrated and the value of (0N+ )

2 1

subscripts 1,2, ... ,i, ... ,n

~sed

here, indicate the number of iterations
2 1

02

and

is obtained. (The

to find the position of the moving boundary). If (0N+ )
assumes the value y

01

1 6, y (t+At)
0

and equation (47) is integrated again to give

(0N+2 ) 2 . If (0N+Z)Z 1 6, a point-slope method (given by equation 51) is
used to obtain the next approximations toy (t+At)
0

=

Yo(m+l) ((aN+2)(m)- 0 ) + Yo(m) { 0 - ( 9N+2)(m- 1))
9

(51)

0

( N+2)(m)- ( N+2)(m-l)

(The same method may also be used for the case where 6

= 0.0

by letting 6

equal to zero). This process is repeated until (0N+Z)n lies within a
small range

lei

6
<< 1, around 6; the value used forE was close to 10- . If

a value of (0N+ )n is not found to satisfy this condition within a
2

prescribed number of iterations,
concentration,

then

IE I

is

changed

so

that

the

(0N+Z) i' found in the iteration process closest to the

original cut off dimensionless concentration, is within the prescribed
range.

This behavior was only observed during the beginning of the

calculations for the unsteady state phase and arises because of error
growth

in

the

numerical

procedure.

A detailed

description

of the

procedure is found in Appendix D.
When a concentration

corresponding to y

on

is found to

satisfy the above prescribed condition, this value of (0N+Z)n represents
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the solution for the current time level. For the next time interval, the
initial concentration profile and the initial value for y

0

is taken to be

the final value at the previous time interval . The calculations proceed
in this way until the necessary time range has been covered so that y

0

is

at the surface of the tumor (y = 0).
0

The approximation order N of the Jacobi orthogonal polynomials
PN(O

(Villadsen and Nichelsen,

1978) ranged from 18 to 58 for the

different cases studied . N was found to depend on the values of
where a higher value of

~

and a lower value of

o gives

~

and

o,

rise to a higher

degree of stiffness in the equations so that the approximation order had
to be increased . When the calculations started to converge,

N was

gradually reduced so that at the end of the calculations N was equal to
18 for all cases.
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It should be noted that the results obtained by the numerical
solution of the mathematical model are in nondimensional form. They can
therefore be applied to any system described by equations (11) - (15)
with the appropriate value for the constant Al or A . Such systems may
2
involve gas or liquid diffusion with a homogeneous chemical reaction as
well as

thermal diffusion processes in which heat

dissipated.

For the systems

is generated or

involving heat transfer,

the

dependent

variable would be the temperature.
The

results presented in Figures 6

19 and 22

27 are

dimensionless form and are independent of the values of C

,

0

in

D, a and V.

To obtain the data in dimensional form, the following procedure can be
used: when the value of the constant Al or A , given in Table II, is found
2
from the numerical solution of the steady state phase, the point of
innermost penetration at steady state, X(O), can be calculated from
equation (22) or (23) with the appropriate values for a, D, C , k and 6.
0

Knowing X(O) and the nondimensional time,

t,

from the calculations of the

unsteady state phase, the corresponding time t can be cal cula ted from
equation (16).
The results for the case where the rate of absorpt ion is given by
the Freundlich equation are presented first .
For a particular tissue, the values of a, D and 6 are characterized
by the properties of the system whereas the value of C

0

,

the surface

concentration of the steady state phase, can be varied. The effect of

c

0

on the penetrat ion depth, X(O), at steady state, and the total time it
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TABLE II. Values of the nondimensional
constants >.1 and >.2
Freundlich ExEression
~

= 0.5

and 6

= 10-

3

~

= 0.5

and 6

= 10-

4

~

= 1.0

and 6

= 10-

3

~

=

~

= 1.5

~

=

~

= 2.0

4
1.0 and 6 = 10-

and 6

= 10-

>.1

= 9.024

>.1

= 10.27

>.1

= 57.77

>.1 = 98.08

3

>.1 = 579.0

4
1.5 and 6 = 10 -

>.1 = 2131.

3
and 6 = 10-

>.1 = 8401.

Michaelis - Menten ExEression
K = 0.05 and 6

= 10-

3

>.2 = 7.455

K

= 0.5

3
and 6 = 10 -

>.2 = 39.65

K

= 5.0

and 6

10 - 3

>.2 = 293.8

=
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takes for the moving boundary to recede to the surface of the tissue, tf,
are shown in Figures 2 - 5. X(O) and tf are obtained by the procedure
given above and the values for a and D were chosen to be 1 ( g/cm 3 ) 1 - ~ ;s
and 10

-5

2
em /s, respectively (Ebert and Howard, 1969). Figure 2 gives
~

X(O) as a function of

with C as a parameter when
0

o=

10

-3

. It is seen

that the results can roughly be divided into three regions for C · C
o' o
less than unity, C

0

greater than unity but less than 1000 g/cm 3 and C

0

3

greater than 1000 g/cm .
The concentration throughout the slab is always less than C because
0

of the continuous consumption of oxygen in the slab. Therefore, in the
range of C

less than unity the rate of absorption in a tissue with a

0

~

small

will be greater than in a tissue with a large

~

at a given

concentration. Thus the mechanism of diffusion in a tissue with a large
value of

~

will allow the oxygen to penetrate deeper into the tissue than

in a tissue with a low value of
prescribed value

oc 0 .

~.

before the concentration reaches the

As a result, when C

0

is less than unity the

penetration depth increases with increasing absorption order which is
clearly seen in Figure 2. This is also consistent with the limiting case
when

~

approaches infinity for the case when C0 is less than one; this

implies that the rate of absorption tends to zero and therefore the
concentration will reach the value oC 0 only as X(O) approaches infinity.
When C is in the region of 1 g/cm
0

3

3
- 1000 g/cm , it is observed that

the penetrat ion depth 'switches' as ~varies from 0.0 - 2.0, that is, the
innermost penetration in a tissue with a
greater than in a tissue with a

~

~

less than unity becomes

larger than unity as C0 increases from 1

10~--------~--------~--------~---------

~

E
u

~

X
0 .001

0 .00010

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

~

Figure 2: Steady state oxygen penetration depth for the Freundlich expression
-3
3 1- 6
-5
2
with o = 10 . a = 1 (g/cm )
/s, D = 10
em /s.
( A :

actual calculated values).
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Figure 3: Steady state oxygen penetration depth for the Freundlich expression
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3
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Figure 4: Total t ime for the moving boundary to recede to the surface
3
of the tissue for the Freundlich expression with o = 103 1-8
-5
2
a= 1 (g/cm )
js, D = 10
em js. ( • : actual calculated values).
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FIG URE 5: Total time for the moving boundary to recede to the surface
4
of the tissue for the Freundlich expression with o = 103 1-8
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2
a= 1 (g/cm)
/s, D = 10
em /s. ( 6 : actual calculated values).
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g/cm

3

3

to 1000 g/cm .

In this C

0

range the concentration is equal to

unity at a point in the tissue. Therefore, from the surface of the tissue
to this point the concentration is above unity and beyond this point to
the innermost penetration the concentration is less than unity. Thus,
when C

0

is greater than unity, the rate of absorption incre a5eS with

increasing values of
less

than unity.

= 100

g/cm

to the point where the concentration becomes

From there on the absorption

increasing values of
3

e up
e.

rate de creases

~i

th

This gives rise to the interesting result for C

0

where it is seen that the penetration depth is of the same

magnitude (not the same value) for all values of

e.

This implies that the

overall effect of the absorption and diffusion processes in establishing
X(O) is very similar for all

e values,

although differen ces may occur

locally within the tissue.
In the region where C

0

3

is greater than 1000 g/cm , the point within

the tissue where the concentration becomes less than unity is closer to
the innermost penetration . Therefore the region within the tissue

~~here

e dominates over the region
where it decreases with increasing values of e. As a result, the
penetration depth will decrease for increasing e. It should also be noted
the absorption rate increases with increasing

that X(O) is independent of the initial surface concentration for 6

= 1.0

which implies that the absorption and diffusion processes have the same
effect regardless of the initial concentration at the surface.
In Figure 3 the results are shown for 6

= 10 -4 .

the penetration depth is larger than for 6
concentration distribution

is

=

10

For this value of 6,
-3

since

cut off at a lower value.

the oxygen
This is in

agreement with the problem formulation, that is, as 6 approaches zero,
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X(O) approaches a large value. Comparing the relative changes of X(O) for
6

=

10

-3

and

6

approximately 10%

=

10

-4

when~=

,

it

is

observed

that

X(O)

increases

by

0.5 and by 30% and 90% when a= 1.0 and 1.5,

respectively. This is due to the fact that for the higher values of

~

the

rate of absorption changes more significantly when the concentration
range changes .
Thus, it is clear that when the values of a, D and

~

are known, a

desired penetration depth can be achived by exposing the surface of the
tumor to a proper oxygen concentration. It should be kept in mind that
the oxygen concentration at the point of innermost penetration is 10-

3

and 10- 4 times lower than C in Figures 2 and 3, respectively.
0

In Figures 4 and 5 the total time it takes for the boundary to move
to the surface, tf' is given when 6 = 10

-3

and 6 = 10

-4

.

From equation

(16) it is seen that t is proportional to the square of X{O) and varies
linearly with

T,

the nondimensional time. Since tf was found to be of the

same magnitude for all cases, a similar behavior is observed for tf as
that of X(O). In Figure 4 it is seen that for values of C

0

less than

unity, the total time to completion varies substantially for different
values of
~

~-

As mentioned previously, the rate of absorption decreases as

increases in this range of C . During the unsteady state process, the
0

concentration is continuously decreasing everywhere in the tissue which
implies that the absorption rate is also decreasing as time progresses.
The decrease is larger for a higher value of a and therefore, it takes a
longer time to consume the oxygen that is present in the tissue for a
larger

~-

Also, in this concentration range of C

0

,

the total amount of

oxygen initially present in the tissue is larger for a

larger~-
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If C0

is greater than unity,

the differences in tr's become ]ess

pronounced. During the beginning of the unste ad y state phase, the rate of
absorption is larger in a tissue with a h:igher value of

~

up to the point

within the tissue where the concentration becomes less than unity. Beyond
this point the absorption rate decreases 1..:ith increasing \"Blues o:·
time progresses, oxygen is consumed so that the

~oncentration

~-A~

at every

point within the tissue becomes less than unity. (The Lime it tah·~ for
this to occur can be determined fr om Figures

lb and

17 ~.-;hich !>hoi..' the

variation of the surf ace concentration with timE'). Therefore, tltf" ratE' of
absorption becomes smaller for larger values of~ lhrollgltoul the

l

i:-.s11P.

The overall effect is that tf is of the same magniludP for all \"a)uPs ot
~-

is

This behavior p1·evails until C
seen that

0

becomE's larger than 1000 g /cm

3

and it

tf decrea~es for higher ~·s siucP in this concPntration

range the rate of absorption increases with higher~In Figure 5, the results for 6 = 10
larger than for the case where 6 = 10

-4

-3

are shol..'n. Tn this c as€', tf is

for each ~ since more oxy gPn has

to be consumed. The rel a tive change is 2~ for ~ = 0.5 and 27~ and
~ = 1.0 and ~= 1.5, respectively.

absorption

varies

more

~8~

for

Again, thE' reason is that LlH• 1aLP of

significantly

for

a

concentration changes. It is also seen that Lf is illdepPndPnt of C

!o1·
0

~ = 1.0 1..:luch implif"S that the diffu::;ion

independent of C

0

and ab~or·ptioll mPc.hani:-.ms arP

Ln this c ase.

The position of Lhe mo\'ing boundary as a function of t 1· me,
shown in Figure 6 for

o=

3
10- .

l,

i~

[Lis observed that thf> g~>Iteral dyuamic

behavior of the mo\·ing boundary is the same for all c a!-.Ps. The \"elociL\"
of the boundary, gjven by thE' slope of the curve , i~ at firsL ver·) small
and a s time proceeds it approaches infinity. This behavior arises be c ause

1.01

O'
0

.............. zc::::::::::::
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I
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I
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Figure 6: Position of the moving boundary with respect to
3
time for the Freundlich expression; 6 = 10- .
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oxygen is continuously consumed which tends to move the boundary towards
the surface of the slab. The movement is initially counteracted by the
process of diffusion. As the concentration decreases, the absorption
process will gradually overtake the diffusion process and when all the
oxygen has been consumed , the boundary has moved to the surface. A close
study of the data shows that in all cases the boundary has moved at most
20% from its initial position when 70% of the total process time has
elapsed.
With the aid of Figure 4, it can be concluded that when the surface
concentration, C , is less than unity, it takes a longer time for the
0

boundary to move to the surface of the slab for larger values of

~-

mentioned earlier, the rate of absorption is small for large values

As

of~

in this range of C . This implies that the diffusional flux of oxygen
0

towards the innermost boundary and the consumption of oxygen in the
neighborhood of the boundary have almost the same magnitude at the
beginning of the unsteady phase. Initially , this prevents the boundary
from moving significantly; a measure of this effect may be obtained by
considering the velocity of the moving boundary which can be evaluated by
the expression
dX(t)

dt

(52)

where dy (t)/dt is the slope of the curve in Figure 6 and X(O) is the
0

position of the boundary at steady state. For example, consider a value
of C = 1 g/cm
0

When

e=

3

and a timet= 1.0 s after the surface has been occluded.

0.0 it is seen from Figure 4 that the boundary has already moved
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to the surface and all the oxygen within the tissue has been consumed.
This means that during this time the absorption process has completely
overtaken the process of diffusion.
boundary is approximately 1.7 x 10-

2

For

~

= 0. 5 the velocity of the

cm/s which implies that the process

of absorption is starting to overtake the process of diffusion. For all
the other cases the two processes are of the same magnitude at this time
and the velocities are approximately equal to zero. However, for a value
of C

0

= 100 g/ cm

3

and a time t

= 5. 0 s, the velocity of the moving

boundary is approximately equal to zero for
for

~

= 0.5.

When

~

1.3 x 10- 2 cm/s, and

= 1.0

~

= 0.0

and 8.1 x 10

-4

cm/s

and 1.5 the velocities are almost the same, at

for~= 2.0 it is equal to 2.1 x 10- 3

cmjs. Thus, the

absorption process overtakes the diffusional process more rapidly when
is between 1.0 and 1.5 than for the other values of

~.

~

When C is large,
0

Figures 4 and 6 show that the boundary starts to move at earlier times
after the surface has been sealed off, for larger values of
that for a large value of

~.

~.

This means

the diffusional flux of oxygen towards the

boundary decreases more rapidly than the consumtion of oxygen at the
boundary and this tends to move the boundary to the surface.
When 6

=

10

-4

(Figure 7) the movement of the boundary is delayed

compared to the case where 6

= 10- 3

for all values of

~ and C0

.

This is

seen by comparing the velocities for the two values of 6. For a value of
C
0

= 100

g/cm

3

and t

= 5.0

s, the velocity is 11% less when 6 = 10

= 0.5, and 63% less than that for

~

= 1 .0. When

~

=

-4

for~

1.5 the velocity is

almost zero for this value of 6.
Note that the value of C

0

does not only affect the steady state

penetration depth and the total time, tf' as shown in Figures 2 - 5, but
also the time at which the boundary starts to move appreciably. It may

I.o I
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therefore be possible to select an oxygen concentration , Co' such that
the minimum conentration required for an oxygen effect during radiation
treatment is loc a ted beyond the innermost depth of the tumor and also C

0

is such that the boundary does not start to move significantly until the
radiation

treatment is completed . This would

imply that a constant

radiation dose may be used during the treatment . If the properties of the
tissue are such that the oxygen can not penetrate through the length of
the tumor, when medically safe values of C

0

are used and the times for

establishing the concentration profiles of the steady state phase are
within an acceptable time interval for

oxygen loading,

then

a

time

varying radiation dosage should be used to compensate for the loss o f the
effectiveness of radiation due to the depletion of oxygen in the tumor.
This procedure will be discussed later.
The

concentration

different times,
observed

1,

that for

profiles

in

tissue

12 when 6

in Figures 8
large values of

the

~

are

=

presented

for

3
10- . It is clearly

(Figures 11 and 12) the oxygen

concentration of the steady state phase (1

= 0.0)

is very low for a large

part of the slab and it changes significantly only in the ne i ghborhood of
the surface during the unsteady state phase. This occurs becaus e of the
strong dependence of the rate of absorption on concentration, wh i ch
results in large differences in magnitude in the abs orption r ate within
the slab . The difference is 10

6

fold between the surface and the point of

innermost penetration at steady state for

~

= 2.0

and 6

= 10 - 3 .

However,

the rate of absorption is a weak function of con c entra t ion when ~ is
small, and therefore the difference in the absorption rate within the
tissue is sma l l . As a result, the oxygen concentration is fairly large
even close to the innermost boundary (Figures 8 and 9).
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As time progresses the concentration gradient , that is, the driving
force for diffusion, decreases because of the continuous consumption of
oxygen. This will change the relative diffusion and absorption rates in
the tissue but differently for different values of
results for the nondimensional time

t

~.

A comparison of the

= 0.001, shows that only small

amounts of oxygen have been consumed for the cases where
(Figures 8 and 9). For the larger
greater and

for~=

~ ' s,

~

= 0.0 and 0.5

the amount of oxygen consumed is

2.0 (Figure 12) most of it is consumed.

It is also interesting to note how much the surface concentration
has decreased before the boundary starts to move significantly for the
different cases. For

~

=

0.0 and 0.5 the boundary has moved 10% from its

initial position when the surface concentration has dropped to 24% and
8.2%

of

the

initial

value C0 ,

corresponding values for

~

the

process

of

6

=

10- 3 .

The

= 1. 0, 1. 5, and 2. 0 are 0. 96%, 0. 25% and

0.17%. This implies that for small values
overtakes

when

respectively,

diffusion

of~

even

gradient is fairly large whereas for large

the process of absorption

though

~'s

the

concentration

the process of absorption

overtakes the process of diffusion only when the gradient is small.
When 6

=

10

-4

(Figures

13

15),

it

is seen that the oxygen

concentration gradient close to the surface is larger at steady state
(t = 0.0) compared to the case where 6 = 10

-3

This is due to the fact

4
that when 6 = 10- , oxygen penetrates deeper into the tissue. It is also
observed that during the unsteady state phase, the oxygen concentration
at each point in the tissue is lower for the same
that

t

and

~.

Note though

the same nondimensional time and distance does not necessarily

correspond to the same real time and distance for different values of

~.

To obtain the results in dimensional form one may use the procedure given
above (page 21) .
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The variation of the oxygen surface concentration with time,
shown in Figure 16 when 6

= 10- 3 .

is

t,

It is observed that for large ~'s the

surface concentration is very low for most part of the process time,
while for lower values of

~

the surface concentration decreases less

rapidly during the time to completion. By reference to Figure 3, one may
concludi that for a C

0

larger than 1000 g/cm

reduces very rapidly for large ~'s.

3

the surface concentration

When ~ is small, the concentration

at the surface decreases much slower. The opposite occurs when C is less
0

than 1 g/cm 3 , that is, for small ~'s the surface concentration reduces
much more rapidly than for large

~'s.

When C is in between these limits,
0

the variation of the surface concentration is comparable for all values
of

~.

In Figure 17 the results for 6

= 10 - 4

are shown and it is seen that

the surface concentrations decrease faster in nondimensional time for
all values of

~

in this case. A comparison at the nondimensional time

0 . 02 gives that when

~

t

=

= 0 . 5 the concentration at the surface has

decreased 6.9% more in the case where 6

= 10 - 4

and 63% and 90% more

when~

= 1. 0 and 1. 5, respectively. Again, the results can easily be put in

dimensional form using Figures 4 and 5 which show the total time in
seconds.
With the aid of the data shown in Figures 2 - 17, a procedure to
control the radiation dosage with time may be established. Since the
oxygen concentration decreases at every point in the tissue during the
treatment , the radiosensitivity may change so that the effectiveness of
the radiation becomes less than expected. A procedure where the applied
radiation dosage is controlled by the varying oxygen concentration in the
tissue could ensure that the desired killing effect of the radiation is
maintained throughout the treatment . In order to determine the proper
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radiation dose,

one must know how the radiosensitivity changes with

oxygen concentration (oxygen radiosensitivity curve) in the tissue of
interest and how the oxygen distribution varies with time in that tissue.
The oxygen radiosensitivity curve may be determined experimentally (Gray
et al., 1953; Alper and Howard-Flanders, 1956; Deschner and Gray, 1959).
The information about the time varying oxygen concentration may be
obtained by the model predictions presented in this work as follows: when
the values of a, D and

~

are known from experiments for the tissue of

interest, the steady state oxygen penetration depth, X(O), and the total
process time, tf' may be calculated for a particular C0 as described
above.

With the knowledge of the values for X(O) and tf' the data

presented in Figures 6 - 17 may be put in dimensional form.
When the steady state oxygen profile is known, one may determine the
starting radiation dosage . It may be determined so that the point within
the tissue where the lethal effect of the radiation becomes insignificant
(radiation penetration depth) is not beyond the point where the oxygen
concentration is so low (critical concentration) that the oxygen effect
starts to decrease. The location of the point where the concentration
becomes lower than the critical concentration may be found in Figures 8 15 for the pertinent

~.

at

1

= 0.0.

If the critical oxygen concentration

is beyond the innermost boundary of the tumor at steady state, then one
may use a radiation dosage sufficient to effect therapy through the whole
length of the tumor. However, if the oxygen concentration reaches the
critical concentration within the tumor, then a radiation dosage should
be used that effects therapy upto the point within the tumor where th
oxygen

concentration

concentration.

is

greater or

equal

to

the

critical

oxyge
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The time varying oxygen distribution may be obtained from Figures
8 - 15, which show the concentration profiles in the slab.

In these

Figures one can follow how the critical concentration moves towards the
surface of the tissue with time . It is important to note that only
information about the variation of the surface concentration with time is
required to determine the position of the critical concentration within
the tissue.

I f it

is found that the time it takes for the critical

concentration to recede to the radiation penetration depth is larger than
the time for the radiation treatment, then a constant radiation dose may
be used throughout the treatment. However, if the oxygen concentration
becomes

lower than the critical concentration at

the point of the

radiation penetration depth during the treatment, then a time varying
radiation dosage is required to maintain the desired effectiveness of
radiation. In this case, the radiation dose could be changed according to
the

variation

of

the

concentration at

the depth of the radiation

penetration. When the oxygen concentration at this point has decreased to
a level where the oxygen effect is negligible, then the treatment should

be discontinued.
The Figures showing the variation of surface concentration with
time can also be used to obtain an estimate for the value of a or
tissue where the diffusivity, D, and

~

~

in a

or a are known. Oxygen surface

concentrations can be obtained experimentally by exposing the tissue
surface to a gas with known oxygen concentration. When steady state is
reached, the surface is occluded by bringing it into conctant with the
end of a glass rod which has oxygen electrodes embedded in it (Constable
and Evans, 1975) . This is the same method to introduce oxygen into the
tissue as that used in the cancer treatment. The experimental results of
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the time varying surface concentration can then be compared with the
dimensionalized results from the theoretical calculations. The model
predictions that compare best with the experimental results give the
value of 6 if a and Dare known, or the value of a if 6 and D are known.
The average oxygen concentration in the slab as a function of time,
t,

is shown in Figure 18 when 6

= 10- 3 .

It is seen that the magnitude of

the average concentration is much smaller for large values of 6 in
comparison to small values of

~.

In addition, the average concentration

reduces rapidly to a low level for a high 6 whereas it remains fairly
large during most of the process time for a small 6. Again, by obtaining
the results in dimensional form it is found that for large values of C ,
0

the average concentration drops substantially faster for larger values
of 6 whereas the opposite occurs for small values of C . Also, the total
0

amount of oxygen in the tissue can be obtained by
nondimensional

average

concentration

by

X(O),

mutiplying

the

steady

the

state

penetration depth, and by C , the initial surface concentration. It is
0

then observed that for small values of C0 , the total concentration at
steady state is larger for higher values of 6 and this is in agreement
with the earlier discussion about the relative diffusion and absorption
rates.
In Figure 19 the results for 6

= 10 -4

are shown and it i s s een that

the average concentration is lower for the s ame 6 and

t

compared to the

higher value of 6. This is because the oxygen penetrates deeper into the
tissue when 6

=

10- 4 for

all

6' s (Figures 2 and 3) and since t he

difference in penetration depth is greater for higher a's, the average
concentration differs more for the large 6's.
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A

time

varying

radiation

treatment

based

on

the

average

concentration may also be established . The varying radiation dose would
be correlated with the decreasing average concentration to compensate
for the decreasing radiosensitivity. From an experimental point of view
it

seems

easier

to

correlate

the radiation dose with the surface

concentration than the one that involves the average concentration. In
the latter case, the concentration has to be known at each point within
the tissue to give a good estimate of the average concentration.
27

In Figures 20
absorption,

f(C),

the

results

are shown when

the

rate of

is described by the Michaelis - ~tent en expression.

Because of research time limitations only three cases were studied; K =
k/C 0 = 0.05, 0.5 and 5.0, and when 6 = 10
Freundlich equation

with~=

-3

. Also, the results for the

0.0 and 1.0 are given for comparison, since

the Michaelis - Menten equation approaches these limits as K becomes very
small and very large, respectively. Figure 20 shows the steady state
penetration depth, X(O), for different surface concentrations, C0 . The
3

values for V and D are 1 g/cm /s and 10

-5

2

em /s , respectively. It should

be noted that in the case k << C, V corresponds to a in the Freundlich
equation when

~

= 0.0. On the other hand, if k >> C, then V/k corresponds

to a in the Freundlich expression

when~=

1.0. As would be expected, the

results do not differ much for the two rate equations

when~=

0.0 and K =

0.05. However, when K = 5.0 the penetration depth varies substant ially

with C

0

whereas for

~

= 1. 0, X(O) is independent of C . These results
0

show that only when K is of order of unity or greater does the value of k
influences the rate of absorption. For a small C0 (and small k), the
Michaelis - Menten rate of absorption is larger than the Freundlich rate
when~=

1.0 which result5 in a smaller penetration depth. However, for a
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large

c0

(and large k) the absorption rate is smaller than for

e=

1.0.

Based on these results, one may anticipate that for a constant C the
0

penetration depth would be larger for higher values of K.
The variation of the total process time, tf, with K, using C

0

as a

parameter is shown in Figure 21. Again, the results for a small K do not
differ much from the case where

e = 0.0

and this implies that the overall

effects of diffusion and absorption are almost the same for both cases.
Also, the results forK= 0.5 and 5.0 vary by several orders of magnitude
with C because the value of k is of the same order as the concentration.
0

The position of the moving boundary as a function of time,

1,

is

given in Figure 22. With the aid of Figure 21, one may conclude that the
movement of the boundary is similar to the case where

e = 0.0

when K

=

0.05 wheras for the larger values of K, it is seen that the results vary
considerably with C .
0

In Figures 23, 24 and 25 , the concentration profiles in the slab
are shown for the three cases. A comparison with Figures 8 - 10, where
the profiles for

e = 0.0,

0.5 and 1.0 are given, shows that for a small K

the results fall in between the cases where

e=

0.0 and 0.5. For the

higher values of K, the results in nondimensional form are closer to the
case where

e=

1.0. This is also observed in Figure 26 which shows the

variation of the surface concentration with time. However, the results
for K = 0.5 and 5.0 in dimensional form vary substantially from the case
where

e = 1.0
The

and this is clearly shown in Figure 20.

nondimensional

results

of

the

concentration, Figure 27, show that the limits

time
for

approached when K is small and large, respectively.

varying

e = 0.0

average

and 1.0 are
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If

the

rate

of

absorption

in

the

tissue

is

described

by

the

Michaelis - Menten equation, the results given in Figures 20 - 27 may be
used to establish a time variation of the radiation dosage during canc er
treatment.

This

procedure would be establbhed

the same way as

Lhat

di scusse d when the Freundlich expression was used. lL is also seen lhaL
when K is very small, the results for the
may

be

approximated

equation with
when

K is

of

~

= 0.0
the

with

the

results

~f ich ael

obtained

is -

~lenten

ft·om

Lhe

express jon
FrPtrndl i c h

when the values of V and a are the same. llov:e\'f'r,

order

of

unity or

greaLer

substantially from those obtained when~= 1.0.

the

results

may

\'ary

o6

VI. CONCLUSTONS

A mathemati cal model has been presented which describes the process
of diffu sion and absorption in

tis~uc.

The unsteady state phase of the

model accounts for the presence of a moving boundary \..thich rnat-ks

the

deepest penetra Lion of oxygen in the absorbing medium.
The steady s tate and dynamic behavior of thjs system \vas studied for
zeroth, half, first, one and a half, and sPcond ordl'r 1·ates of absorption
as W<' I 1 t:l!:> for the N ichaelis -

~lent:C'll

rate expn•ss ion. For a II the ca::-.C's

studied, except for the case lvith a 2croth order nll<' of absorption, the
initial

oxygen

distribution

concentration

profile

concentration

LS very

at

a

lmv by

approximated

is

point:

lvithin

comparison

to

by

Lite

<.:tiLting
tissue'

off

the

\,therP

the

the concentration at

Lite

surface .
The

model

predictions

show

that

the

total

Lim<'

for

the mo\illg

bo11ndary to recede to the surface and the steady state oxygen pcnctral ion
depth

increase

lvitlt

absorption

order ,

t..'lten

tlte

initial

::>llrfa<.c

concentration is less than unity, the differf'nce being of several oJ-d<'rs
of

magnitude

for

Lhf'

diffcn~nl

absorption order!-..

initial surface co n centration is very l arge ,

th e

llol•cver,

total

\,·h rll

tlw

LimP and oxygen

penetraUon depth decrease \vith absorption order. Also, Lhe LoLa! Lime
and innermost oxygen p<~ netraUon dcpLh

is jndependcnL of Llw

iniLial

surface conc<'ntraLion v.•hen the ral<' of ilbsorption is first order.
It \•'ds also !:>hmvn thaLl,•h<>u the r ;IL<' of ilhsorption is dP!:>c. J·il><•d by
Lhe

~liclt<Je

Li::.

-

~h~nLcn

expr<'ss ion,

Ll11'

J'(!Sil l Ls

obtained from th<' Fn'!und 1 i c it cxpr<'ss ion with

6

ilr<'

= 0. 0

simi Jar

to

LltosP

v.·lt0n Lit<> ~1 i c ltae- I is

constant js very smrJll. \vhe11 tl~t• Niclt:H'lis constant i::-. o f LitE' same order·
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of magnitude as the concentration, the results may differ very much from
those obtained
The

when~=

results

1.0.

obtained in

this study may be

used

to

select

control the radiation dosage during radiation treatment of tumors. It

and
~as

found that in certain cases a constant radiation dosage may suffice . In
other cases, the radiation dos age has to be ch anged a cc ord in g
varying oxygen concentraion within the

to

the

ti ssue in order to maintain a

desired effectiveness of radiation during t he treatment.
In addition,

the results may be used to ob t ain estimates of

absorption rate constants and of the absorpt i on order in U ssues .

the
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NOTATION
A.. =Elements of the discretization matrix A of the differential
1J

operator

ae;a~

B.. =Elements of the discretization matrix B of the differential
1J

C = Oxygen concentration
C = Surface concentration in the steady state phase
0

D = Diffusion coefficient
f(C) = Rate of consumption of oxygen per unit volume of the tissue
g(0) = Dimensionless rate of consumption of oxygen
K = Dimensionless constant defined in equation (1 6)
k = Michaelis constant
N = Number of internal collocation points
PN(~)=

Orthogonal polynomial

q(y) = Oxygen distribution in the tissue at steady state
s = Form factor; 0, 1, and 2 for slab, cylinder and shpere respectively
t = Time
V = Maximum absorption rate
X = Innermost oxygen penetration in the steady state phase
X(t) = Position of the moving boundary
x = Spatial position
y = Dimensionless spatial position
y (t) = Dimensiottless position of the moving boundary
0

a = Constant in equation (2)
~ = Constant in equation (2)

dt = Dimensionless time increment
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6

= C/C 0 ;

Dimensionless concentration at the cut - off point of

the concentration profile

' = (a/D) 1/ 2 ; Constant defined in equation (10)
8 = Dimensionless oxygen concentration
0 = Average dimensionless oxygen concentration in

the tissue

X
1

= Dimensionless

constant defined by equation (22)

X
2

= Dimensionless

constant defined by equation (23)

~

= Variable

1

= Dimensionless

i

= Integer

value

j

= Integer

value

m

= Integer

value

defined by equation (30)
time
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A.

In

the

following

INTRODUCTION

appendices,

the

computer

programs

used

to

calculate the results given in this work are described. The programs are
written in FORTRAN IV and ran on an IBM 4341 computer. The FORTRAN IV
code for each program as well as sample input and output data sets for
particular runs are listed .
The first program given , described in Appendix B, was used to solve
the mathematical model

for the steady state phase when the rate of

absorption was nonlinear. The program presented in Appendix C calculates
the results for the unsteady state phase. The subroutines listed in
Appendix D are common to all programs and are required to evaluate the
discretization matrices A and B.
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B. COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE STEADY STATE PHASE WITH
NONLINEAR RATES OF ABSORPTION

The program described in this section solves the mathematical model
for the steady state phase when the rate of absorption is nonlinear. The
ZSPOW routine used to solve the system of nonlinear algebraic equations,
which result from the application of orthogonal collocation to the model,
is a product of International Mathematical and Statistical Library, Inc.
(INSL), and it is fully described and documented in the IMSL routine
library. The subroutine FCN evaluates the systems of equations to be
solved. The subroutines JCOBI and DISCRT evaluates the discretization
matrices A and B and are documented in Section D.
The constants Al and A are found by trial and error so as to give a
2
steady state concentration distribution which satisfies the boundary
condition 0N+2

= 6.

An initial guess of the concentration profile and a

trial value of Al or A is provided in the data set. The value of Al or A
2
2
is changed between each run and this trial and error procedure continues
until 0N+
£

2

lies within a small range

ltl

<< 1 around 6; the value used for

was close to 10- 6 . For the cases where 6 = 1.5 and 2.0 and for the case

where 6

= 10 - 4 ,

the number of interior collocation points, N, had to be

increased to satisfy the above condition. The highest number used was N =
58 for the case where

e = 2.0.

Computation times ranged from 4 - 12 seconds for each run.
Below follows a listing of the program as well as sample input and
output for the case where the rate of absorption is given by the
Michaelis- Henten expression when K =5.0 and 6

= 10 -3 .
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C1'r1~~~ ...~~~ ...~,'r•'r>~ ...~~'r>'r1'r*>'<>'<>~*******•'<•'r*'~'~'~****•'<,'r1'r>'r-lr-lr~'r**•'<•'<*•'<•'<***~'<•'<**~'"*•'<,'r,'<**•r****'"*

C
C
e
C
C
C

THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE STEADY STATE CONCENTRATION PROFILE
IN THE SLAB USING THE HETHOD OF ORTHOGONAL COLLOCATION. THE NONLINEAR ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS ARE SOLVED BY A VARIATION OF NEWTON'S
METHOD IN THE IMSL SUBROUTINE ZSPOW.
THE ~1AXIHUM NUHBER OF INTERNAL COLLOCATION POINTS IS 58.
DSN = STEADY FORTRAN

C,'n'r>~>'r:>'r)'r)'r>~>'r>'r;'r1'r1'r,'r,'r;'r;'r,'r;'r,'<*>'r>'r>'r,'r>'r>'r>'r*•'r>'r>'r>'r,'r>'r*>'r>'r>'r*:':>'<>~>'<***,'<•'<>'<-1r>'r,'r>'r***•'r>'<>'r>'r*~'r~'r>'r"i:>'<>'r*

c

HfPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O- Z)
DIMENSION X(30),RA(3),WK(1575),DIF1(60),DIF2(60),DIF3(60)
DU1ENSION DIF4 (60), DIFS ( 60) ,ROOT(60), C( 60, 60) ,D ( 60,60)
DIMENSION Y(60),Z1(60)
COMMON A(60,60),B(60,60),V2,EPON
COM~lON NT, NNN
EXTERNAL FCN
ND=60

c
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

READ IN THE PARAMETERS TO BE USED
NSIG = NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT DIGITS DESIRED IN THE SOLUTION
(RECOHMENDED NmfBER IS 4)
InlAX = MAXHJUN NmJBER OF ITERATIONS TO OBTAIN THE SOLUTION
(RECOMNENDED Nut1BER IS 200)
N = NUMBER OF INTERNAL COLLOCATION POINTS
EPON = EXPONENT IN THE FREUNDLICH EQUATION
RA(l) = LAMBDA!, CONSTANT DEFINED IN EQUATION (22)
RA(2) = LAMBDA2, CONSTANT DEFINED IN EQUATION (23)
RA(3) = K, CONSTANT DEFINED IN EQUATION (23)
NNN = INTEGER TO DETERMINE THE FUNCTIONAL FOR~1 OF THE RATE
OF ABSORPTION.
1 FOR THE FREUNDLICH EQUATION
2 FOR THE MICHAELIS - MENTEN EQUATION

C>'r*>'r*>bhbb'r*>'<-lr>'r*>'ddo'r**'h'rT:;h'nhbhhh'r***'hb'r**''r*,b'rT:****•'<***'hb'rT:>'r*'b'dd:T:;b'r:'r**•'r

c
READ(S,*) N,NNN,NSIG,ITMAX
READ(S,*) RA(l),RA(2),RA(3),EPON

c

C READ IN THE INITIAL GUESS FOR THE SOLUTION

c
c

10

DO 10 I=l ,N
READ(S,,'r) X(I)
CONTINUE

C ECHO CHECK THE

PARA~1ETERS

c
WRITE(6,200) N,NNN
WRITE(6,210) RA(l),RA(2),RA(3),EPON

I I

c

20

WRITE(6,220)
DO 20 I=l ,N
WRIT£(6,230) X(I)
CONTINUE

C*******~'r-k-k1'r-k-kTrlr~'r***********~'r****~'r1'r-k>'r*******''r****''r**''r-k>'r-k>'r>'r*>'<>'<**''r**>'<**>'<

C SET THE BOUNDARY CONDITION AT THE SURFACE OF THE SLAB
C*******************-1r-k>'rn>'<-k>'<>'r*******1'<1'r1h'r>'r**,'<*>'<1'<*>'<>'<>':**''<****,'<*>'<1'r>'r>'r>'r***''<*>'r
Vl=l.O

c

C**'"*'"*,'<>'<*******'"***''<'"'"******''r**''<''r***''r*''r*>'r*'"*''r***''r''<'"''<**''<''r,'<>b'<>'<***''<''r''<*''r*
C CALCULATE THE DESCRITIZATION MATRICES, A AND B
C******''r>'r-k-k>'r****>'r'l:-k-k1'r-k1'r****>'r>'r***1'r*>'r>'r-k>'r**>h'r>h'r*>'<>'<>'r>'r*>'r>'r>'<>'<-k>'r>'<>'r>'r>'<>'r>'r*>'<*>'r>'r>'r*>'r

c
NO=l
Nl=l
NT=N+NO+Nl
ALFA=l. 0
BETA=l. 0
CALL JCOBI(ND,N,NO,Nl,ALFA,BETA,DIF1,DIF2,DIF3,DIF4,DIF5,ROOT)
ID=2
CALL DISCRT(ND,N,NO,Nl,ID,DIF1,DIF2,DIF3,DIF4,DIF5,ROOT,A,B,C,D)

c

C CALL THE ZSPOW TO SOLVE THE NONLINEAR ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS AND
C WRITE OUT THE RESULTS AT THE CORRESPONDING ROOTS
C*>'r*>h'r*****'h'r********''r**''rln'r****''r*****'b'<*>'r**'"''r**''r''r''<**''<**''<*''r*>'r-k>'<>'r>'r***''r**

c

30

40
200
210
220
230
240
250

c

CALL ZSPOW(FCN,NSIG , N,ITMAX,RA,X,FNORM,WK,IER)
Y(l)=Vl
DO 30 I=l ,N
L=I+l
Y(L)=X(I)
Y(NT)=V2
WRIT£(6,240)
DO 40 I=l ,NT
WRITE(6,250) Y(I),ROOT(I)
CONTINUE
FORMAT(2X, 'N= ' ,I2,3X, ' NNN=' ,I2)
FORMAT(2X, 'RAl= ' ,D12.5,3X, 'RA2=' ,D12.5,3X, 'RA3=' ,Dl2.5,3X,
&
'EPON= ' ,F6.3)
FORMAT(2X, 'INITIAL GUESSES ' )
FORMAT(2X,F7.5)
FORMAT(2X, 'CONCENTRATION ' ,llX, 'ROOTS')
FORMAT(2X,F20.18,3X,F10.7)
STOP

END

C*******1'r1'r***m'r*1'r*1'<****''<****''r**''<****>'<*******>'<>'<>'r>'r>'r*>'r>'r*>'r>'r>'r-k-k>'r-k-k>h'r-k>'r*****
C THIS SUBROUTINE EVALUATES THE FUNCTIONS NEEDED FOR ZSPOW
C*******''r*1'r**************>'r>'r-k1'r**''r*>'r1'r1'r***'"*''r*>'rir*>'r>'r*>'r>'r***''r>'r>'r-k>'r>'r**''r*****>'r-k

c
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SUBROUTINE FCN(X,F,N,RA)
H1PLICIT REAU"8 (A - H, 0-Z)
DI~lliNSION F(N),X(N),RA(3)
CO~mON A(60,60),B(60,60),V2,EPON
COMMON NT,NNN

c

C**''r**''r****>'r>':~'r**''r*>'r>'r*****''r*>'r*>'r*****''r*******~'r~'r>'r>'r>'r>'r~'r*>'r>'r****''r>'<>'r>'r>'r>'r**'"**>'r>'r

C

CALCULATE THE CONCENTRATION AT THE INNERMOST POINT OF THE SLAB

C*******''r*******''r*******>rrr1:>'r*~'r****>'r>'r******''r****>':>'r****''r******'':><:><:****''""~*

c

10

NT=N+2
ASUM=O .
DO 10 I=1 ,N
L=I+1
ASUM=ASUM+A (NT , L) ,.,_X (I)
CONTINUE
V2=-1./A(NT,NT)*(ASUH+A(NT,1))

c
C***'... *'""*'""''r*******>'r>'r*****''r**''r**''"''r*******''r'""**'""*''r"'**''r*>'r>'<*>'<>'r*,'r**'...*"'****.;,,'r*
C EVALUATE THE SYSTEM OF NONLINEAR ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS
C>'r>'<'**''r**>'r>'r***>'<>'r*****''r*****''r,'r>'r***'"''""'"'*'"'~'r>'r>'r>'<'*>'<'>'r*>'r>':>'r*>'r>'r**''r,'r>'r**''r**,"''"'***''r*''r*

c

15

6
20

DO 20 I=1 ,N
L=I+1
BSm1=0.
DO 15 J=1,N
K=J+l
BSUH=BSUM+B(L,K)*X(J)
CONTINUE
F(I)=B(L,1)+BSUM+B(L,NT)*V2
IF(NNN.EQ.2) GO TO 6
F (I )=F (I) -RA( 1)*X(I )*'"'EPON
GO TO 20
F(I)=F(I)-RA(2)*X(I)/(RA(3)+X(I))
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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C''r**''r*''r**'"r**''r*''r*******''r********''r***''r''r***''r*''r**'':*''r''r********''r''r********''r**
C

SA~1PLE

INPUT DATA FOR STEADY FORTRAN

C''r''r*''r**''r''r**''r''r''r**''r*''r''r****''r**'h'r*''r***''r''r*******"r*''r*****''r''r''r''r***'tr*****''r**''r**

c

30 2 4 100
0.0 293.8 5.0
0.9734
0.9137
0.8275
0.7234
0. 6110
0.4991
0.3949
0.3034
0.2268
0.1655
0.1182
0.0830
0.0575
0.0394
0.0268
0.0182
0.0124
0.0085
0.0059
0.0041
0.0030
0 . 0022
0.0017
0.0013
0. 0011
0.0010
0.0009
0.0009
0.0009
0.0009

0.0
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C

SMIPLE OUTPUT FOR STEADY FORTRAN

c
N=30
NNN= 2
RA1= O.OOOOOD+OO
RA2=
INITIAL GUESSES
0.97340
0.91370
0.82750
0.72340
0. 61100
0.49910
0.39490
0.30340
0.22680
0.16550
0. 11820
0.08300
0.05750
0 . 03940
0.02680
0.01820
0.01240
0.00850
0.00590
0.00410
0.00300
0.00220
0.00170
0.00130
0. 00110
0.00100
0.00090
0.00090
0.00090
0 . 00090
CONCENTRATION
1 . 000000000000000000
0 . 9736986 18809840349
0.914620557253517458
0.829193906743222506
0 . 725923469739571919
0 . 614175258808057192
0.502768512507015597
0.398850826382331061
0.307261069684958463
0.230429173194411183
0.168713462564990632
0.120986556145242646
0.085271677472028101
0.059284584385152424
0 . 040812889634006682
0.027929632208787936

0.293800+03

ROOTS
0.0000000
0.0036955
0.0123527
0.0258576
0.0440750
0.0668238
0. 0938776
0.1249678
0.1597851
0.1979837
0.2391839
0.2829761
0.3289253
0.3765747
0.4254507
0.4750676

RA3= 0.50000D+01

EPON= 0.000
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0.019075571382523578
0.013056104892722586
0.008993548962561293
0 . 006263691664650273
0.004433617276822626
0.003208740898118480
0.002391294764588169
0.001849531431487169
0.001495733662265200
0.001270954206828165
0.001134701142265159
0.001058205238073519
0 . 001020281066421020
0.001005053625502370
0 . 001000967014141304
0.001000565599081859

0.5249324
0.5745493
0.6234253
0.6710747
0.7170239
0.7608161
0.8020163
0.8402149
0.8750322
0.9061224
0.9331762
0.9559250
0.9741424
0.9876473
0.9963045
1.0000000
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C. COMPUTER PROGRM! FOR THE UNSTEADY STATE PHASE

The program described in this section solves the mathematical model
for the unsteady state phase. A third order semi-implicit Runge - Kutta
method (Michelsen, 1977; Holland and Liapis, 1983) was used to solve the
ordinary

differential

equations

orthogonal collation to

resulting

this model.

from

the

appli c ation

The subroutine EVALU gives

of
the

entries for the Jacobian in the Runge -Kutta method. The subroutine FUNC
evaluates the functions for the above method. The average concentration
in the slab is calculated in the subroutine AVRAGE using Simpson's rule.
The subroutine INTRP evaluates the Lagrangian interpolation coefficients
(Villadsen and Michelsen, 1978). The subroutines INVRSE, SCAMAT, MATSUB,
SCAVEC, MATVEC, VECEQ, and VECVEC are standard subroutines in the UMR
Chemical Engineering subroutine library and written by Dr. N. L. Book.
The subroutines JCOBI and DISCRT evaluate the discretization matrices A
and B and are documented in section D.
Computation times ranged from 3 - 55 hours for the different cases
studied. For the case with the Freundlich expression and

~

= 0.0,

the

computation time was less than one minute.
Below follows a description of the procedure used to track the
position of the moving boundary.
The position of the moving boundary was determined such Lhat the
concentration at the innermost point of penetration was wiLhin a small
range around 6. During the first few time intervals of the calculations
the range was 5 x 10

-4

to a value close to 10

and as the calculations proceeded it wa s decreased

-6

.
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Be c au s e

of

error

in

the

numer ic a 1

pro c ed ur e,

th e

concentration wot1ld increase slightly in the neighborhood of the moving
bounda ry . This behav i or was on ly obse rv ed du ring the beg innin g o f th e
calculations.

If a con centrat i on c oul d not be foun d to lie inside the

pres cribe d range within 9 iter ati on s then the r a nge was changed so Lhat
the con centr a ti on cl osest t o the upper bo und o f the r ange

~-.·a s

v:ichin tl1e

new range. Th e moving bou nda ry star t ed to recede towards the s urfa c P of
the sl ab when the c on centr a tion at the innermo st point of peiJeLral io11
be c ame l ower th an the lower boun d o f th e range.
Below follows a listing of the program as well as sample i npnt and
ou t put data for Lhe c a se \-'here the rate o f absot·pLion is g i\·en by
Michaelis - Menten expression when K = 5.0 and 6

=

10

-3

.

Lhe
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c ********************************************************************
C
C
C
C
C
C

THIS PROGRAM SOLVES A DIFFUSION MODEL WITH A MOVING BOUNDARY
USING ORTHOGONAL COLLOCATION. THE SYSTEM OF ORDINARY
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS IS SOLVED BY A THIRD ORDER SENI- HIPLICIT
RUNGE-KUTTA ~1ETHOD. THE MAXHIUM NU~IBER OF COLLOCATION POINTS
IS 58.
DSN = ~lOVING FORTRAN

c ********************************************************************

c

HIPLICIT REAL~\'8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION DIF1(60),DIF2(60),DIF3(60),DIF4(60),DIF5(60),
&
C(60,60),D(60,60),XINTP(60),AJAC(60,60),
&
BJAC(60,60),CJAC(60,60),IROW(60),JCOL (60),JOR D(60),
&
YY(60),F(60),Fl(60),XK1(60),Xl(60),F2(60),XK2(60),
&
F3(60),XK3(60),POS(60),F4(60),DTEMP(60),ROTEMP(60),
&
XTEMP(60),Z(60),CONC(60),X(60),XNEW(60)
COMMON /AA/ ROOT(60),A(60,60),B(60,60)
COMMON /BB/ XI(60,60)

c
C*********************************************************************
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

READ IN THE PARAMETERS TO BE USED AND ECHO CHECK THEM
N = THE NUMBERS OF INTERNAL COLLOCATIONPOINTS
NNN = NUMBER TO IDENTIFY THE FUNCTIONAL FORM OF THE RATE OF
ABSORPTION; 0 FOR OTH ORDER, 1 FOR 1ST ORDER, 2 FOR
0.5, 1. 5 AND 2ND ORDER, 3 FOR MICHAELIS-MENTEN RATE
YO = THE POSITION OF THE MOVING BOUNDARY
TAU = NONDIMENSIONAL PROCESS TIME
DTAU = TIME STEP
YlDEL = INITIAL DISPLACEHENT OF THE ~lOVING BOUNDARY
RAl = NONDIMENSIONAL CONSTANT DEFINED IN EQUATION (22)
RA2 = NONDIMENSIONAL CONSTANT DEFINED IN EQUATION (23)
RA3 = NONDitffiNSIONAL CONSTANT DEFINED IN EQUATION (23)
NPART = NUMBER OF INTERVALS THAT THE SLAB IS DIVIDED INTO TO
CALCULATE THE AVERAGE CONCENTRATION U!UST BE EVEN)
EPON = EXPONENTIAL IN THE FREUNLICH EQUATION
EPSl = A SMALL CONSTANT WHICH DETERtiiNES THE NINH1UM PIVOT
ELEMENT ALLOWABLE IN THE SUBROUTINE INVRSE
EPS2 = THE UPPER BOUND ON THE CONCENTRATION AT THE I:-.JNERt!OST
POINT OF PENETRATION
EPS4 = A SMALL CONSTANT WHICH DETERMINES WHEN THE MOVING BOU~DARY
HAS RECEDE TO THE SURFACE OF THE SLAB
mtAX = NAXH1Ut1 NUMBER OF ITERATIONS TO FIND THE POSITION OF THE
INTERFACE
TAUMAX = MAXIMUM NONDIMENSIONAL TINE FOR THE CALCULATIONS
XINC = t!ULTIPLIER USED TO OBTAIN A SECOND GUESS FOR THE POS1TJON
OF THE INTERFACE
YOM = t1ULTIPLIER TO ALLOW THE INTERFACE TO FLUCTUATE AROUND ITS
INITIAL POSITION
EM = MULTIPLIER TO SET THE LOWER BOUND ON THE CONCENTRATION AT THE
INNERMOST POINT OF PENETRATION
XM = MULTIPLIER TO CHANGE THE BOUNDS ON THE CONCENTRATION AT THE
INNERMOST POINT OF PENETRATION
NMAX = DETERMIES HOW OFTEN THE CONCENTRATION PROFILES ARE PRINTED
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C
C
C
C
C
C

YlMAX = WHEN YO IS LESS THAN THIS VALUE, THE CONCENTRATION PROFILE
IS PRINTED AT EACH TINE STEP
CMAX = MAXH1illf CONCENTRATION ALLOWED AT THE POINT OF INNER~tOST
PENETRATION
TUPl-5, TLOl - 5 =THIES AT WHICH THE NUMBER OF COLLOCATION POINTS
ARE TO BE REDUCED

C*>'r*>'r>'r>'r*~'r>'r****''r*''r******''r''r*>'<*''r~'r>'r''r*****''r*''r''r''r>'r>'r~'r"/r''r*''r>'r*''r>'r''r''r>'r**''r'''**'"***"'*'"*

c

c

READ(S,*) YO,TAU,DTAU,EPON,EPS1,EPS2,EPS4
READ (5, '") N,NNN, YlDEL, RAl, RA2 ,RA3 ,NPART
READ (S, >'r) MMAX, TAUMAX,XINC, YO~f, EM,XM
READ(S, >'r) NMAX, YlMAX,CMAX
READ (S, >'r) TUPl, TUP2, TUP3, TUP4, TUPS
READ(5,*) TL01,TL02,TL03,TL04,TL05
WRITE(6,SOO) N,NNN,YO,TAU,DTAU,EPON,EPSl,EPS2,EPS4,
&
YlDEL,RAl, RA2 ,RA3, NPART, ~1MAX, TAmtAX, XING,
&
YOM,E~f,XM,NMAX, YlMAX

C GIVE DATA FOR THE SEMI-UfPLICIT RUNGE-KUTTA ~1ETHOD, Rl-6
C*>'r*>'r,'r>'r>'r>'r,'r>'r*>'r*>'r>'r>'r*>'r**'"***''r>'r>'<>'r>'r>'r>'r>'r>'r>'<>'r*>'r>'r>'r*>'r>'<*>'<*>'<*>':>'r****''r*>'r*>'r>'r***''r**>'r**''r

c

c
C
C
C
C

DATA Rl,R2,R3,R4,RS,R6/.435867,.75,-.630172,-.24235,1.03758,
.83494/

&

CALCULATE ADDITIONAL VARIABLES
EPS3 = LOWER BOUND ON THE CONCENTRATION AT THE POINT OF INNER~10ST
PENETRATION
RES = EXPONENT IN THE DERIVATIVE OF THE FREUNDLICH EQUATION

C*>'r*>'r>'r>'r>'r>'r*>'r*'"*''r**>b'r;'r*>'r*>'<**>'<**''<*>'r>'r~'r*>'r>'r***''r>'r>'r,'r>'r>'r*>'r*>'r*ir;'r**'"***>'r>'r>'r;';*>'r*>'r-1:*>'<

c
EPS3=EM''rEPS2
RES=EPON-1.

c

C**>'r>'r>'r>'r>'r>'r>'r*''r>'r>'r>'r>'r*>'<>'r>'r>'<**>'r*****''r*''r**''r>'r**>'r*>'r>'t>'t>'r''r***>'r>'r***''r****'~t'i:**''r''r''r*>':>':*>'r

C

CALCULATE THE DISCRETIZATION HATRICES, A AND B

C*****>'t,b'r~'r*>'r*-lo'r**'"*****'"*'"''r*>'<**>'r*>b'r*>'r*>bb'r*>':>'n'n'r*>'r*rn'r*>h':*>'r****'"**''r**''r''n'r*

c
ND=60
NO=l
Nl=l
ALFA=l.
BETA=!.
NT=N+NO+Nl
NS=N+l
CALL JCOBI(ND,N,NO,Nl,ALFA,BETA,DIFl,DIF2,DIF3,DIF4,DIFS,ROOT)
ID=2
CALL DISCRT(ND,N,NO,Nl,ID,DIFl,DIF2,DIF3,DIF4,DIFS,ROOT,A,B,C,D)

c

C*>b'r>bb'r>b'r*>b'r>'r*>'r>b'r>bb'r>'r**'b'r>'r*>bb'n'r*>'n'r>bhbb'r>bb'nh'dob'r>'r~'r>'"'o'r>h'r>'n':>'r>'r>h'r;'r;hh'd;;'r;bb'r>'r

C SET UP AN IDENTITY MATRIX FOR THE SEm-HtPLICIT RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD
C*********************************************************************

c
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20
10

c

30

DO 10 I= 1 , ND
DO 20 J=1,ND
XI (I , J ) =0 .
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
DO 30 I=l,ND
XI(I,I)=l.
CONTINUE

C*********************************************************************
C CALCULATE THE INITIAL CONCENTRATION PROFILE FRON THE INITIAL
C CONDITION FOR ZEROTH (NNN=O) AND FIRST ORDER CASE (NNN=1) OR READ
C IN THE INITIAL CONCENTRATION FOR THE OTHER CASES (NNN=2 3)

C*********************************************************~***********

c

33
37

38
35

c

40
39

IF(NNN.EQ.2.0R.NNN.EQ.3) GO TO 35
IF(NNN.EQ.1) GO TO 37
DO 33 I=1, NT
X(I)=(1.-ROOT(I))*(1.-ROOT(I))
CONTINUE
GO TO 39
CON=DSQRT(RA1)
DCON=DEXP(CON)-DEXP(-CON)
DO 38 I=1,NT
X(I)=(DEXP(CON*(ROOT(I)-1.))+DEXP(CON*(l.-ROOT(I)))) / DCON
CONTINUE
GO TO 39
DO 40 I=l,NT
READ(S, '"') X(I)
CONTINUE
IF(TAU.GT.DTAU) GO TO 701

C CALCULATE THE AVERAGE CONCENTRATION OF THE INITIAL
C PROFILE

CONCE~TRATION

C*********************************************************************

c

701
50

c

CALL AVRAGE(ND,NT,YO,NPART,Z,ROOT,DIF1,XINTP,X,CONC,AVER)
WRITE(6,503) AVER
WRITE(6,502)
DO 50 I=l,NT
WRITE(6, 505) X(I),ROOT(I)
CONTINUE

C*********************************************************************
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

DEFINE ADDITION VARIABLES
NCOUNT = COUNTER FOR THE INTERVALS OF PRINTING THE PROFILES
ITER = CONTER FOR THE TOTAL NUMBER OF ITERATIONS PERFOR~IED
TS, CON1 = CONSTANTS USED IN THE SENI-HIPLJCT RUNGE-KUTTA ~IETIIOD
T1, T2 = VARIABLES USED IN THE PROCEDURE TO FIND A POS ITION OF
THE INTERFACE WHEN THE POINT SLOPE NETHOD FAILS
MCOUNT = COUNTER FOR THE ~1AXH1UN ALLOWABLE Nm1BER OF ITERATIONS
TO FIND THE POSITION OF THE INTRFACE

C*********************************************************************

c
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NCOUNT=O
ITER=O
TS=l./(A(l,l)*A(NT,NT)-A(l,NT)*A(NT 1))
T1=1.
'
T2=1.
CON1=DTAU*R1
NCOUNT=NCOUNT+1
TAU=TAU+DTAU
IF(TAU.GT.TAUHAX) GO TO 778
MCOUNT=O

700

c

C**********'~*****'~****'~**'~***'~**'~*****'~***•~*''r*''''~'"***'~'~''r"'''~*''''~'~''(*'~*'"**'"'"
C GIVE A FIRST GUESS FOR POSITION OF THE INTERFACE
C LCONT = COUNTER FOR THE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS FOR THE
C
INTERFACE POSITION
C>~)~)~)~ ..... ,~ ..... ****'~*>'<>'<***'~)T)~>T>~>'r>'<*'~**>'r;'r;'r*•'r***'~''r''r**'"'~"'(*>'r;':;':;'r;'r,~,.......~,... ,,.,~*>'r;'r;':;'r;'r-/:;'r;'r*

c

c

710
715

Y1=YO-YlDEL*T1
LCOUNT=O

Cmb'<****'~*****>'<>'<****''r*****'"'"''r''r"*•~********'"''<*******'"'"**'"*•'<***'~,,.,.,,...*****'"*

C

CALCULATE THE VELOCITY (DER) OF THE MOVING BOUNDARY

C**'~*•"**''<•r*•b~*•'r*•'r*'r''r**'~**'"*'"*'"'r''<''r*''r**•'r•r*•h'<•r*•"*'r'r,r•b'<•'••~***•'<•'<•'<•r•'<****'"'"'"*'"

c

720

c

DER=(Y1-YO)/DTAU
LCOUNT=LCOUNT+1
MCOUNT=~ICOUNT+ 1
ITER=ITER+1

C*****'"'~*·~~*'b~********'~*'"*********•'<***'~**•'<*•'<>"<*>'r*'"'"***'"*'~'"*'"**•"<•bh'r>T>T>T

C
C

EVALUATE NEW CONCENTRATION BY SEMI - IMPLICIT RUNGE-KUTTA
(REF. VILLADSEN AND HICHELSEN, 1978 ; HOLLAND AND LIAPIS, 1982)

C•'<*>~>'<•'r**>'r>'r***'b~>'<****''r''<*********''r*>'r>'r>~**•"<*;"r;'r;'r;'r;'r;'r*>'dr;'r>'r*,'<>'<;'c***•'r-1:;'r>'r;'c**•"<•'<>'r>'r*

c

c

CALL SEMI(X,XNEW,N,NNN,NT,ND,TS,DER,CON1 , R2,R3,R4,R5,R6,RES,
YO,RA1,RA2,RA3,EPON,EPSl,DTAU)

&

C*********'"'****•'c********''r*'~''r''c*•'r•'r*,'r*•'r******'"'***•'c,~,'r,'r>'r*,'r*****'l:*•'r>'<*•"•"*'"**•'<

C

CHECK IF THE MOVING BOUNDARY HAS RECEDED TO THE SURFACE

C***~>'c*>'<>~>'r**'~***'"'***•'<*****•'c*•b~**'"'''r***''r;h"'**•'r•'r*>'r>'r*•'<*>'<**'"<,h'r>'c;'r;l:;'c-l:*>'<*>'r;'r>'r

c
c

IF(Yl.LT.EPS4) GO TO 776

C****•'r******ir**''c********'"<**''r********•'r***''(;'r,'r*****''r'''*''r''r;'c>'<***'':;'r;'<*•'r***''r'{:m'r
C CHECK IF THE CONENTRATION AT THE POINT OF INNERMOST PENETRATION
C IS WITHIN BOUNDS
C**''r*****''r**•'c*>'r*,~*>b'r***•l:**''<**m'r;'r******''r**''c''r*•'r**>'r>'r;'r;'r;'r;~;'r***•'<•"'*''r-lr****''<>'<*

c
IF(XNEW(NT).LE.EPS2.AND.XNEW(NT).GE.EPS3) GO TO 740

c

C****>'<>'r>'c>'r*>'r>'r>'c>'r,'r,'r;'c*>'r>'r>'r>b'r;'r>'r7r>'r>'r*>'r>'r,':;'r;'r;'r*****''<*>~*****''r>'r*>'<*******'"'"*******''r>'r

C
C
C

'

IF THE CONCENTRATION IS OUT OF BOUNDS AND THE NU~IBER OF
ITERATIONS TO FIND THE INTERFACE POSITION IS GREATER THAN THE
SPECIFIED NUHBER M~IAX, THEN CHANGE THE BOUNDS SO THAT THE
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C CONCENTRATION CLOSEST TO THE ORIGINAL BOUNBS IS WITHIN BOUNDS
c~':~':*''<*~·:~'r·'r~'r~"''r''r*~'r''r**''r***i~**''r****•'<**~'<***~'r*~'<*'""''~'r''r''r'"*~'r'''*''r*******'"'':'"***•'r****

c

IF(MCOUNT.LT.MMAX) GO TO 735
EPS2=XM*EPS2
IF(EPS2.GT . CMAX) GO TO 380
EPS3=EM~'rEPS2

~1COUNT=O

c

GO TO 710

c~'r~'r*>'r~'r*>'r>'r~'r>'l'~'r*>'r>'r*>'r>'r**''r*~'r*>'r**•'r>'r>'r>'r**>'<*>'<>'<>'<*>'<>'r>'<*•"*''r~'r>'r>'<>'<>'<>'<~'r>'r*>'r>'<*>'<i<>'r>'<*''<>'r*~'<~'<*>'r

C IF A SECOND GUESS OF INTERFACE IS GIVEN USE POINT-SLOPE FOR THIRD
C*********************************************************************

c

c

735

IF(LCOUNT .GT.l) GO TO 745

C STORE OLD VALUES AND
C INTERFACE

~1AKE

A SECOND GUESS FOR THE POSITION OF THE

C>'r***''r**•T:**>'r>'r>'r**''r*>'r>'r**>'r>'r>'<****''r***********'"~'r>'r*i•*•"**''r*•'r>'<*******~':**'''*'"***

c

c

YOLD=Yl
XOLD=XNEW(NT)
Yl=Yl - XINC*Y1DEV'<T2
GO TO 720

C*'"**>':~'r>'r~'r**''r******'"***********•'r*''r*>'<*********~'r****>'ri:*~'r****•'<~'<***''r*>'<>'r*-1<•'<•'<

C USE A POINT SLOPE METHOD TO GET A NEW VALUE OF INTERFACE POSITION
C***''r*~'r***~'r~'r>'r~'r**~"**'"***~"**''r******~'r>'r****•'r****''<*>'<>'r**>'<*****>'<>'r**"~<•'r*~'<*>'r****

c
745

c

DENOM=XNEW(NT)-XOLD
BET=(EPS2+EPS3)/2.
Y3=(YOLD*(XNEW(NT) -BET)+Yl* (BET-XOLD))/DENOM
WRITE(6,562) Y3

C**>'r>'<~'<>'r~'r>'r~'<>'<'"*'"*•'<>'<*>'r*****''<*>'r****''<*~'r******~T:>'r******''<*>'r>'<~"***~'r,'<~'<>'r*'"*''<*~'<*>'<>'<>'<

C CHECK IF THE POSITION OF THE INTERFACE IS WITHIN BOUNDS
C***''r*'"******~'r**'"''r*****"'"'"*'"**************''r''r**~'<~'<****''r''<******''r*******~'<**

c

c

IF(Y3. LT. 0 .. OR. Y3. GT. YOt-1>'<YO) GO TO 750
YOLD=Yl
XOLD=XNEW (NT)
Yl=Y3
GO TO 720

C**>'•****~'r*'"**•b'r**~'r***'''*'"*****i:>'<*******~'r~'r>'r~'r*****'~<ir**'"''r****ir*******ir****

C PROCEDURE TO FIND THE POSITION OF THE INTERFACE WHEN THE POINT
C SLOPE METHOD FAILS

C*>'r*>'r>'r*****~'r*~'r>'r*****~'r>'r*~'r*******~'<*******>'r~'r***~'r**>'r>'r>'r'l'r>'r**~'r'lrir>'r*~'r*~'r**''r*~'<>'r>'r*

c
750

CONTINUE
WRITE(6,573)
IF(LCOUNT.GT.2) GO TO 755
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c

IF(XNEW(NT).GT.O .. AND.XNEW (NT).LT .XOLD) GO TO 760
Y1=(YOLD+Y0)/2.
GO TO 715
760 T1=T 1>'< 2 .
T2=T1
GO TO 710
755 Y1=(Y1+Y0)/2.
GO TO 715

C*********************************************************************
C WRITE OUT THE APPROPTIATE VALUES

C*********************************************************************

c

740

c

IF(Yl.LT. YUIAX) GO TO 765
IF(NCOUNT. LT. NNAX) GO TO 770
NCOUNT=O
765 CALL AVRAGE(ND,NT,Yl,NPART,Z,ROOT,DIFl,X INTP,X~E~.CONC,AVER)
DO 120 I=l,NT
POS(I)=Yl*ROOT(I)
120 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,515) TAU
WRITE(6,520) AVER,Yl
WRITE(6,525)
DO 130 I=l, NT
WRITE(6,540) XNEW(I),POS(I),ROOT(I)
130 CONTINUE

C*********************************************************************
C CHECK WHEN IT IS TUIE TO REDUCE THE NUNBER OF COLLOCATIO

POINTS

C*********************************************************************

c

770

IF(TAU.GT .TUPl.AND.TAU.LT.TLOl)
IF(TAU . GT.TUP2.AND.TAU.LT.TL02)
IF(TAU.GT.TUP3.AND.TAU.LT.TL03 )
IF(TAU.GT.TUP4.AND.TAU.LT.TL04)
IF(TAU.GT.TUP5.AND.TAU.LT.TL05)

GO
GO
GO
GO
GO

TO
TO
TO
TO
TO

773
773
773
773
773

c
C*********************************************************************
C UPDATE VARIABLES AND DO ANOTHER THIE STEP

C*********************************************************************

c
c

CALL VECEQ(X~E~,X.~T.~D)
YO=Yl
GO TO 700

C*********************************************************************
C THIS PROCEDURE REDUCES THE

NU~IBER

OF COLLOCATTO'\

POH~TS

C*********************************************************************

c

c

773

CALL RECOL (N,ND,NT ,NO,Nl,ID,ALFA,BETA, TS ,DIFl
WRITE(6,550) N
WRITE(6,555)

,X~E~,X)

C*********************************************************************
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C WRITE OUT THE CONCENTRATIONS AT THE NEW COLLOCATION POINTS
C*********************************************************************

c

DO 341 1=1 ,NT
WRITE(6,575) X(I),ROOT(I)
341 CONTINUE
YO=Y1
GO TO 700
380 WRITE(6,568)
GO TO 498
776 WRITE(6,567)
GO TO 498
778 WRITE(6,570) TAUMAX
498 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,581) ITER
500 FORMAT(2X, 'N=' ,I2,3X, 'NNN=' ,Il,3X, 'YO=' ,D12.5,3X, 'TAU=' ,D12.5,
& /2X, 'DTAU=' ,D12.5,3X, ' EPON=' ,F5.2,3X, 'EPS1=' ,D12. 5,
& /2X, 'EPS2=' ,D12.5,3X, 'EPS4=' ,D12.5,3X, 'Y1DEL=' ,D12.5
& /2X , 'RA1=' ,D12.5,3X, 'RA2=' ,D12.5,3X, 'RA3=' ,Dl2.5,
'
& /2X, 'NPART=' ,I3,3X, 'MNAX=' ,I2,3X, 'TAUNAX=' ,D12.5,
& /2X, 'XINC=' ,D12.5,3X,'YOM=',D12.5,3X, 'EM=',D12.5,
& /2X, 'XN=' ,D12.5,3X, 'N~!AX=' ,I3,3X, 'YH!AX=' ,D12.5)
502 FORMAT(2X,'
!NIT. CONC.
ROOTS')
503 FORHAT(2X, 'INITIAL AVERAGE CONCENTRATION=', D12. 5)
505 FORMAT(2X,2(3X,D12.5))
515 FORHAT(2X, 'TIME=',D12.5)
520 FORMAT(2X, 'AVERAGE CONC.=' ,D12.5,3X, 'INTERFACE POSITION=' ,D12.5)
525 FOR~!AT(2X,' CONCENTRATION
POSITION
ROOTS')
540 FORMAT(2X,3(2X,D12.5))
550 FORMAT(/' N=',I3/)
555 FORMAT( ' NEW CONC. AND NEW ROOTS')
562 FORMAT( I Y3=' ,Dl2.5)
567 FORMAT(/' THE INTERFACE HAS MOVED TO THE SURFACE')
568 FOR~!AT(/' THE CUT-OFF CONCENTRATION IS OUT OF BOUNDS')
570 FORMAT(/' CALCULATIONS COHPLETED AS SPECIFIED, TINE=' ,D12.5)
573 FORMAT(/' THE INTERFACE IS OUT OF BOU~DS')
575 FORMAT(2X,2(2X,F10.7))
581 FORMAT( ' NUMBER OF ITERATIONS', !7)
STOP
END
C*********************************************************************
C THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES THE ORDINARY NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL
C EQUATIONS BY A SEN!- IMPLICIT RUNGE-KUTTA ~JETHOD
C*>'nbb'dd:>~*>'<,"·nh'nb'<***''n'r>bbb'<**>b'n'r*>'nb'r'in'nb'<*>h'r*>'<>'n':>'r>'d-:>hb'r>'r>'<>'r***'"''*''<>b'r;'r***'h'r*

SUBROUTINE SEMI(X,XNEW,N,NNN,NT,ND,TS,DER,CON1,R2,R3,R4,R5,R6,
&
RES,YO,RA1,RA2,RA3,EPON,EPS1,DTAU)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A -H ,O-Z)
DH1ENSION X(60) ,AJAC(60,60),
&
BJAC(60),CJAC(60,60),IROW(60),JCOL(60 ) ,JORD (60),
&
F(60),F1(60),XK1(60),Xl(60),F2(60 ) ,F3(60),XK2(60),
&
F4(60),YY(60),XK3(60),XNEW(60)
COMMON /AA/ ROOT(60),A(60,60),B(60,60)
COMMON /BB/ XI(60,60)
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CALL EVALU(N,NNN,NT,ND,DER,YO,TS,X,AJAC,RAl,RA2,RA3,
EPON,RES)
CALL SCAMAT(CON1,AJAC,BJAC,N,N,ND,ND)
CALL MATSUB(XI,BJAC,CJAC,N,N,ND,ND)
CALL INVRSE(CJAC,N,EPSl,DETER,ND,IROW,JCOL,JORD,YY)
CALL FUNC(N,NNN,NT,ND,DER,YO,TS,X,F,RA1,RA2,RA3,EPON)
CALL SCAVEC(DTAU,F,Fl,N,ND)
CALL MATVEC(CJAC ,Fl ,XKl ,N ,N,ND ,ND)
DO 60 I=l ,N
L=I+l
Xl(L)=X(L)+R2*XK1(I)
CONTINUE
CALL FUNC(N,NNN,NT,ND,DER,YO,TS,X1,F2,RA1,RA2,RA3,EPON)
CALL SCAVEC(DTAU,F2,F3,N,ND)
CALL ~IATVEC (CJAC ,F3 ,XK2, N,N ,ND, ND)
DO 70 I=l, N
F4(I)=R3*XK1(I)+R4*XK2(I)
CONTINUE
CALL MATVEC(CJAC,F4,XK3,N,N,ND,ND)

&

60

70

c

C CALCULATE THE NEW CONCENTRATIONS AT THE

l~TER~AL

COLLOCATION POINTS

C>~,-.~·c~'<>'r>'<>'<>'<>'<<'<>'r>'r>'r>~*•'r•'<>'<>'r>'c*>'<*>'<>'<<'<>'<>'r;"(;'c;'c;'<>'<>'<>'<>'r*****~r;':;'r*•'r*•"'*********************

c

80

c

DO 80 I=l,N
L=l+I
XNEW(L)=X(L)+RS*XKl(I)+R6*XK2(I)+XK3(I)
CONTINUE

C***•'r•b'<•tr>h'<>'<>'<*•'<*•'<*•'<****************************************************
C CALCULATE THE CONCENTRATIONS AT THE EXTERNAL COLLOCATION POINTS
C (AT THE BOUNDARIES OF THE SLAB)
C*********************************************************************

c

ESmi=O.
FSill1=0.
DO 90 J=l,N
K=J+l

I

I

ESUM=ESU~HA (NT, K)•'<XNEW (K)
FSUM=FSUM+A(l,K)*XNEW(K)
90
CONTINUE
XNEW (NT) =TS* ( -A ( 1, 1)•'<ESU~l+A (NT , 1)•'•FSlJ~I)
XNEW( 1)=TS* ( -A(NT, NT)*FSU~I+A( 1, NT),.~ESUN)
RETURN
END
C**>b':>'r*•'<>'<>'<*•'<>b'r*****•'r*>'r*>'<>'<*>'<**•'<;':**************iri<****'"**''';':********''r-1<****
C THIS SUBROUTINE DECREASES THE NUMBER OF COLLOCATIOS POI:-.:TS BY 2
C*********************************************************************
SUBROUTINE RECOL (N,ND,NT,NO ,Nl,ID,ALFA,BETA,TS,DJF1 ,XNEW,X )
HIPLICIT REAL•'<8 (A-H ,0-Z)
DIMENSION DIF1(60),XNEW (60) ,X (60 ) ,XTEMP (b0),DTEMP(60),DIF2(b0),
&
DIF3(60),DIF4 (60),DIF5(60) ,ROTEMP(60),C(60,60),
&
D(60,60 ), XINTP (60)
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COMMON /AA/ ROOT(60),A(60,60),B(60,60)
CALL VECEQ(XNEW,XTEMP,NT,ND)
N=N- 2
NS=N+l
NTn1P=N+2
CALL JCOBI(ND,N,NO,Nl,ALFA,BETA,DTEMP,DIF2,DIF3,DIF4,DIF5,
&
ROTEMP)
DO 48 I=2,NS
R=ROTEMP(I)
CALL INTRP(ND,NT,R,ROOT,DIF1,XINTP)
CALL VECVEC(XINTP,XTEMP,S,NT,ND)
X(I )=S
48 CONTINUE
X( 1) =XNEW ( 1)
X(NTEMP)=XNEW(NT)
NT=NTEMP
CALL VECEQ(DTEMP,DIF1,NT,ND)
CALL VECEQ(ROTEMP,ROOT,NT,ND)
CALL DISCRT(ND,N,NO,N1,ID,DIF1,DIF2,DIF3,DIF4,DJF5,ROOT,A,B,C,D)
TS=1. / (A(l, l)>'rA(NT, NT) -A(1, NT)>":A (NT, 1))
RETURN
END
c ********************************************************************
C THIS SUBROUTINE GIVES THE ENTRIES FOR THE JACOBIAN IN THE SENT
C HIPLICIT RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD
C >'nbb'hhhh~***'hbb'n'hb\--ldr***'""**>hbb'nbh'nh'n'r*>h'nhbhhb':>'d:>'nh'<>':>":*>bh~*>'r*>'<>':~':~'<*~'<>'«'n':
SUBROUTINE EVALU(N,NNN,NT,ND,DER,YO,TS,X,AJAC,
&
RA1,RA2,RA3,EPON,RES)
IMPLICIT REAL>'~-8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION AJAC(60,60),X(60)
COMMON /AA/ ROOT(60),A(60 , 60),B(60,60)
CCON=DER/YO
DCON=1./(YO*YO)
DO 10 I=1 ,N
DO 20 J=1 ,N
L=I+1
K=J+1
ACON=( -A(NT, NT) )>'<A( 1, K)+A( 1 ,NT)•'~"A(NT, K)
BCON= ( -A ( 1 , 1) ) >'<A (NT, K) +A (NT, 1) >'r A( 1 , K)
AJAC (I, J )=ROOT(L)>'<CCON>'< (A (L, 1 )>'<ACON•'<TS+A (L, K)+A (L,NT)'"<BCON
&
*TS)+DCON*(B(L,l)*ACON*TS+B(L,K)+B(L,NT)*BCON*TS)
IF(NNN.EQ.O) GO TO 20
IF(NNN.EQ.1) GO TO 25
IF(NNN.EQ.2) GO TO 30
AJAC(I,J)=AJAC(I,J)-RA2*RA3/((RA3+X(L))**2)
GO TO 20
25
AJAC(I,J)=AJAC(I,J)-RA1
GO TO 20
30
AJAC (I,J)=AJAC(I,J) -EPON*RAI*X(L)**RES
20
CONTINUE
10
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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C

.

r~-~~- ~~-B~~~TINE EVALUATES THE FUNCTIONS FOR THE RUNGE-KlTTA METHOD

C ~~ ... •• ,., •• ,'r .'to-:..~. "i(*o.,":"i"rt':;'r")'(-,':,~t':'i'r,~·/:··}·~ ...'r;':-,~*;'t"'l.r-;':--.'rt;'r-;~,·r.,'r;'ro;~')'(".':t'ri~"i'r'i'r··}o;'t-;,':'".':-/:·'r .."-i'·-t.·'· ..'-·t- ..r... •....L..,.......t._.....~. . t. t. '- ...
H

SUBROUTINE FUNC(N,NN~,NT,ND,DER,YO,TS,X,F,
&
RAl,RA2,RA3,EPON)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A -H ,0- 2)
DIMENSION X(60),F(60)
COMMON /AA/ ROOT(60),A(60,60),B(60,60)
ECON=DER/YO
FCON=l. / (Yo~~YO)
ASUN=O.

•

••

..

·~

...................

#0

. . . . . . . . . . . ";'["') ,

BSU~I=O.

DO 20 J=l,N
K=l+J
ASUM=ASUN+A(1,K)*X(K)
BSUN=BSUM+A(NT,K)*X(K)
CONTINUE
DO 10 I=l ,N
L=l+I
CSUN=O.
Dsmt=o.
DO 30 ~1=1 , N
K=lH1
CSUN=CSUM+A(L,K)*X(K)
DSUN=DSmi+B ( L, K) ~'-X ( K)
CONTINUE

20

30

F(I)=ROOT(L)*ECON*(A(L,l)*TS*(-A(NT,NT)*ASUM+A(l,NTJ*BSl~)

&

+CSUM+A(L , NT)*TS*( -A (l , l)*BSUM+A(NT,l)*ASUM))+fCON*
( B ( L' 1) >'<TS 1' (-A (NT ' NT)>':-ASUN+A (1 'NT)~·: BSC~I )+DSC~I+B ( L '\T)
&
*TS*( -A (l , l)*BSUM+A(NT,l)*ASUM))
IF(NNN . EQ . O) GO TO 35
IF(NNN.EQ .l ) GO TO 40
IF(NNN . EQ.2) GO TO 45
F(I)=F(I)-RA2*X(L)/(RA3+X(L))
GO TO 10
F(I)=F(I)-2.
GO TO 10
F(I)=F(I)-RAl*X(L)
GO TO 10
F(I)=F(I)-RA1*X(L)**EPON
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
&

35
40
45
10

I

C ********************************************in~**********************
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE AVERAGE CO.SCESTRATION IN THE SLAB
C USING SIMPSON'S RULE.

c

***************************************************************~****

SUBROUTINE AVRAGE(ND,NT,Yl,NPART,Z,ROOT,DIFI ,XTNTP,CO,COSC.AVERl
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-2)
DIMENSION Z(ND),ROOT(NO),DIFl(ND),XINTP(ND),CO(ND) ,CONC(ND)
XSUM=O.
H=Yl/NPART
Nl=NPART+1
z(1)=0.
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300

310

Z(Nl)=Y1
DO 300 I=2,NPART
XSUM=XSml+H
Z(I)=XSUM
CONTINUE
DO 310 I=2,NPART
Zl=Z(I)
CALL INTRP(ND,NT,Zl,ROOT,DIF1,XINTP)
CALL VECVEC(XINTP,CO,B1,NT,ND)
CONC (I )=B1
CONTINUE
CONC(1)=C0(1)
CONC(N1)=CO(NT)
USU~1=0.

YSUN=O.
LEND=NPART/2
DO 320 I=1,LEND
L=2;':I
USUM=USUM+4.*CONC(L)
320 CONTINUE
KEND=NPART/2-1
DO 330 I=1,KEND
K=2;'<I +1
YSUM=YSUM+2 . *CONC(K)
330 CONTINUE
AVER=H/3.*(CONC(1)+USUM+YSUM+CONC(N1))
RETURN
END
C*********************************************************************
C THIS SUBROUTINE EVALUATES THE LAGRANGIAN INTERPOLATION
C COEFFICIENTS
C*********************************************************************
SUBROUTINE INTRP(ND,NT,X,ROOT,DIFl,XINTP)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-2)
DIMENSION ROOT(ND),DIFl(ND),XINTP(ND)
POL=l.
DO 5 1=1 ,NT
Il=I+l
Y=X- ROOT (I)
XINTP(I )=0.
IF(Y.EQ.O.DO) XINTP(I)=l.
5
POL=POV\'Y
lF(POL.EQ.O.DO) GO TO 10
DO 6 I=l,NT
11=1+1
6
XINTP(I)=POL/ DIFl(I) / (X-ROOT(I ) )
10 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE MATVEC(A,X,Z,M,N,MMAX,NMAX)
IMPLICIT REAU<8 (A-H,O-Z)

c
c
c
c

SUBROUTINE ''rMATVEC'" ~IULTIPLIES A VECTOR ;'<X* BY A
MATRIX *A* AND PLACES THE RESULT IN VECTOR *Z*.
MATRIX *A* IS AN '"M* BY ' <N>'r. *X;'< HAS ;';N;" E L E~IEi'JTS AND
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c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c

c

c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c

~'(Z*

HAS *M,;-

ELE~1ENTS

~'(NMAX>'(

IS A DIMENSION IN THE CALLING ROUTINE

>'~-MMAX•"'

IS A DU1ENSION IN THE CALLING ROUTINE

DIMENSION A(MHAX,N~fAX) ,X(NHAX) ,Z(NHAX)
ZERO OUT RESULT VECTOR
DO 5 I=l,M
5 Z(I)=O . DO
PERFORM MULTIPLICATION
DO 6 I=l,M
DO 6 J=l,N
6 Z(I)=A(I , J)*X(J)+Z(I)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE HATSUB (A, B, C, N, H, NMAX, ~1~1AX)
IMPLICIT REAL•'~-8 (A-H, 0-Z)
SUBROUTINE *HATSUB* SUBTRACTS MATRIX *B* FROM MATRIX
AND PLACES THE RESULT IN MATRIX ·kC~'<". ~1ATRICES *A'",
,'(B•'~-, AND ~""C''" ARE '""N'~ BY *~1•'r.
•'~-A•'~-

•""NHAX* IS A DIMENSION IN THE CALLING ROUTINE
•'<~fNAX>'~-

IS A DIMENSION IN THE CALLING ROUTINE

DIMENSION A(NMAX ,MtfAX), B(NMAX, HMAX) ,C (NMAX ,m1AX)
DO 3 I=l ,M
DO 3 J=l,N
3 C(I,J)=A(I,J)-B(I,J)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SCAVEC(S,X,Y,N,NMAX)
IMPLICIT REAL•'~-8(A-H,O-Z)
SUBROUTINE ''"SCAVEC>'< MULTIPLIES SCALAR •""S* THIES
VECTOR ,.,.X* AND PLACES THE RESULT IN VECTOR ,.,.Y•'<
•'"X'"" AND ~""Y'"" HAVE >'<N>'<" ELEMENTS
,.,.NMAX•'~-

IA A DIMENSION IN THE CALLING ROUTINE

DIMENSION X(NMAX),Y(NMAX)
DO 7 I=l,N
7 Y(I)=X(I)'""S
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE VECEQ(X,Y,N,NMAX)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O - Z)
SUBROUTINE *VECEQ* EQUATES VECTOR *Y* WITH VECTOR *X*.
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c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

VECTORS *X~'< AND ~'<Y* CONTAIN *N* ELENENTS.
~'<NMAX~'< IS A DH1ENSION IN THE CALLING ROUTINE

DIMENSION X(NMAX),Y(NMAX)
DO 13 I=1,N
13 Y(I)=X(I)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SCAMAT(S ,A, B, ~~ ,N .~tMAX, NMAX)
IMPLICIT REAVr8 (A-H, 0-Z)
~""SCAMA~"" NULTIPLIES
SCALAR •'~-S>': TIMES
AND PUTS THE RESULT IN ~lATRIX *B~-...
>'<A* AND >':B* HAVE DH!ENSIONS OF ~'<M>'r BY ~·:N*

SUBROUTINE
~lATRIX *A>'~
~1ATRICES

*MMAX* IS A DHtENSION IN CALLING ROUTINE
~'<"NHAX~'<

IS A DH1ENSION IN CALLING ROUTINE

DH1ENSION A(MMAX,NHAX) ,B(mtAX,NMAX)
DO 8 I=1 ,M
DO 8 J=1,N
8 B(I,J)=S*A(I,J)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE INVRSE(A,N,EPS , DETER,NMAX,IROW,JCOL,JORD,YY)
HtPLICIT REAUr8(A - H,O - Z)

c

c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c

c
c

SUBROUTINE '"'INVRSE~'< COMPUTES THE INVERSE OF MATRIX >''A*
IN PLACE USING THE MAXIMUM PIVOT STRATEGY.
>'<N* IS THE DH!ENSION OF THE ~lATRIX TO BE INVERTED
*EPS~"' IS A SHALL CONSTANT WHICH DETERMINES THE
~HNIMUM PIVOT ELENENT ALLOWABLE.
*DETER* IS THE DETERMINANT OF THE MATRIX
*A* IS THE
~'<NMAX*

~1ATRIX

OF VALUES TO BE INVERTED

IS DHtENSION OF

~lATRIX

A* IN MAIN ROUTINE

*IROW* IS A VECTOR FOR STORING POINTERS
>'<"JCOL~"'

IS A VECTOR FOR STORING POINTERS

*JORD* IS A VECTOR FOR STORING POINTERS
~>ryy~'r

IS A VECTOR FOR STORING VALUES

DIMENSION A(NMAX,NMAX)
DIMENSION IROW(NHAX) ,JCOL(NHAX) ,JORD(NMAX), YY(N~1AX)
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HAX=N
C

BEGIN ELH1INATION PROCEDURE
DETER=1.DO
DO 18 K=1,N
K~H=K - 1

C

SEARCH FOR PIVOT ELEMENT
PIVOT=O.DO
DO 11 I=1 ,N
DO 11 J=1 ,N
C
SCAN FOR INVALID PIVOT SUBSCRIPTS
IF(K.EQ.1) GO TO 9
DO 8 ISCAN=1,KM1
DO 8 JSCAN=1, K~11
IF(I.EQ.IROW(ISCAN))GO TO 11
IF(J.EQ.JCOL(JSCAN))GO TO 11
8 CONTINUE
9 IF(DABS(A(I,J)) -DABS(PIVOT))11,11,1050
1050 PIVOT=A(I,J)
IROW(K)=I
JCOL(K)=J
11 CONTINUE
C
CHECK SIZE OF PIVOT ELEMENT
IF(DABS(PIVOT)-EPS)1051,1051,13
1051 DETER=O.DO
KLHN=K - 1
WRITE(6,10l)EPS,KLMN,N
101 FORHAT(/,/,5X, ' ERROR INVRSE 100
EXECUTION CONTINUING ' ,/,
* SX, 'UNABLE TO LOCATE A PIVOT ELEMENT WITH AN ABSOLUTE ' ,/,
* sx, ' VALUE GREATER THAN I ,D12.5 , I IN INVERSION ROUTINE. I,/,
,'r
SX,'ROW RANK OF ~1ATRIX IS ',I4,' OF
',I4, ' ROWS TOTAL.',/,
* SX, 'SET DETERMINANT TO ZERO AND RETURN TO CALLING ROUTINE.',/,

* /,/,/)
RETURN

C
13
C
14
C

C

17
18

UPDATE VALUE OF DETERMINANT
IROWK=IROW(K)
JCOLK=JCOL(K)
DETER=DETER*PIVOT
NORNALIZE PIVOT ROW ELEMENTS
DO 14 J=1,MAX
A(IROWK,J)=A(IROWK,J)/PIVOT
CARRY OUT ELIMINATION AND DEVELOP INVERSE
A(IROWK,JCOLK)=1.DO/PIVOT
DO 18 I=1 ,N
AIJCK=A(I ,JCOLK)
IF(I.EQ.IROWK)GO TO 18
A(I,JCOLK)=-AIJCK/PIVOT
DO 17 J=1, NAX
IF(J. NE .JCOLK)A(I ,J)=A(I ,J) -AIJCK,'<A(IROWK,J)
CONTINUE
ORDER SOLUTION VALUES
DO 20 I=1,N
IROWI=IROW(I)
JCOLI=JCOL(I)
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JORD(IROWI)=JCOLI
20 CONTINUE
C
ADJUST SIGN OF DETERMINANT
INTCH=O
NMl=N-1
DO 22 I=l,NMl
IPl=I+l
DO 22 J=IPl,N
IF(JORD(J).GE.JORD(I)) GO TO 22
JTEMP=JORD(J)
JORD(J)=JORD(I)
JORD(I)=JTEMP
INTCH=INTCH+l
22 CONTINUE
IF(INTCH/2''r2 . NE. INTCH)DETER=-DETER
C
UNSCRAMBLE ROWS
DO 28 J=l,N
DO 27 I=l ,N
IROWI=IROW(I)
JCOLI=JCOL(I)
27 YY(JCOLI)=A(IROWI,J)
DO 28 I=l ,N
28 A(I,J)=YY(I)
UNSCRAMBLE COLUMNS
C
DO 30 I=l,N
DO 29 J=l,N
IROWJ=IROW(J)
JCOLJ=JCOL(J)
29 YY(IROWJ)=A(I,JCOLJ)
DO 30 J=l,N
30 A(I,J)=YY(J)
RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE VECVEC(X,Y,S,N,NMAX)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A -H,O- Z)

c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c

SUBROUTINE *VECVEC* MULTIPLIES THE TRANSPOSE OF
VECTOR *X* TIMES VECTOR *Y* AND PLACES THE RESULT
IN SCALAR *S*. BOTH *X* AND *Y* HAVE *N* ELEMENTS
''rNMAX* IS A DIMENSION IN THE CALLING ROUTINE
DIMENSION X(NMAX),Y(NMAX)
S=O.DO
DO 9 I=l,N
9 S=S+X(I)*Y(I)
RE11JRN
END
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C

SMIPLE INPUT FOR MOVING FORTRAN

c
1.0000
0.000000 1.D-06 0.0 1.D - 20 0.001000 0.01
30 3 1.0-05 0.0 293.8 5.0 20
9 0.00050 500. 1.5 0.9700 1. 001
1
0.1
0.003
0.0000000 0.0000000 0 . 0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000
0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000
1.000000000000000000
0.973698618809840349
0.914620557253517458
0.829193906743222506
0.725923469739571919
0.614175258808057192
0.502768512507015597
0.398850826382331061
0.307261069684958463
0.230429173194411183
0.168713462564990632
0.120986556145242646
0.085271677472028101
0.059284584385152424
0.040812889634006682
0.027929632208787936
0.019075571382523578
0.013056104892722586
0.008993548962561293
0.006263691664650273
0.004433617276822626
0.003208740898118480
0.002391294764588169
0.001849531431487169
0.001495733662265200
0.001270954206828165
0.001134701142265159
0.001058205238073519
0.001020281066421020
0.001005053625502370
0.001000967014141304
0.001000565599081859

100

C*********************************************************************
C

SMIPLF. OCTPUT FOR

~lOVING

FORTRAN

C*********************************************************************

c

N=30
NNN=3
YO= 0.100000+01
TAU= 0.000000+00
OTAU= 0.100000-05
EPON= 0.00
EPS1= 0.100000-19
EPS2= 0.100000-02
EPS4= 0.100000-01
Y10EL= 0.100000-04
RA1= 0.000000+00
RA2= 0.293800+03
RA3= 0.500000+01
NPART= 20
m!AX= 9
TAC~AX= 0.500000-04
YOM= 0.150000+01
EM= 0.970000+00
XING= 0.700000+03
NMAX= 10
Y1MAX= 0.100000+00
X~l= 0. 100 100+0 1
INITIAL AVERAGE CONCENTRATION= 0.134680+00
!NIT. GONG.
ROOTS
0.000000+00
0.100000+01
0.369550-02
0.973700+00
0.123530-01
0.914620+00
0.258580-01
0.8~9190+00
0.440750-01
0. 725920+00
0.668240-01
0.614180+00
0.938780-01
0. 502770+00
0.124970+00
0.398850+00
0. 159790+00
0.307260+00
0.197980+00
0.230430+00
0.239180+00
0.168710+00
0.282980+00
0 . 120990+00
0.328930+00
0.852720-01
0.376570+00
0.592850-01
0.425450+00
0.408130-01
0.475070+00
0.279300-01
0.524930+00
0.190760-01
0.574550+00
0. 130560-01
0 . 623430+00
0 . 899350-02
0 . 671070+00
0.626370-02
0. 717020+00
0 . 443360-02
0. 760820+00
0.320870-02
0.802020+00
0.239130-02
0.840210+00
0.184950-02
0.875030+00
0.149570-02
0.906120+00
0.127100-02
0.933180+00
0.113470-02
0.955920+00
0 . 105820-02
0.974140+00
0.102030-02
0.987650+00
0.100510-02
0.996300+00
0.100100-02
0. 100000+0 1
0.1000t>0-02
TIME= 0.100000-04
I~TERFACE POSITIO~= 0.9qq900+00
AVERAGE CONC.= 0.134260+00
ROOTS
CONCENTRATION
POSITIO~
0.000000+00
0.974430+00
0.000000+00
o.3oq5so-oz
0.965530+00
0.369520-02
0.123530-01
0.914580+00
0.123510-01
0.258580-01
0 .829170+00
0.258550-01
0.440750-01
0.725960+00
0.440710-01

....
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0.185140-02
0.840050+00
0.840210+00
0.149750-02
0.874860+00
0.875030+00
0.127190-02
0.905940+00
0.906120+00
0.113580-02
0.932990+00
0.933180+00
0.105850-02
0.955730+00
0. 955920+00
0.102090 - 02
0.973950+00
0.974140+00
0.987650+00
0.100370-02
0.987450+00
0.990200-03
0.996110+00
0.996300+00
0.100000+01
0.987580 - 03
0.999800+00
TIME= 0.300000-04
INTERFACE POSITION= 0.999700+00
AVERAGE CONC.= 0.134010+00
ROOTS
CONCENTRATION
POSITION
0.000000+00
0.000000+00
0 . 956770+00
0.369550-02
0.951360+00
0.369440-02
0.123530-01
0.911820+00
0.123490-01
0.258580-01
0.829250+00
0.258500-01
0.440750-01
0.725990+00
0.440620-01
0.668240-01
0.614260+00
0.668040 - 01
0.938780-01
0.502880+00
0.938490-01
0. 1249 70+00
0.398960+00
0.124930+00
0. 159790+00
0.307370+00
0.159740+00
0.197980+00
0.230530+00
0.197920+00
0.239180+00
0.168810+00
0.239110+00
0.282980+00
0.121060+00
0.282890+00
0.328930+00
0.853360-01
0.328830+00
0.376570+00
0.593360-01
0.376460+00
0.425450+00
0.408530-01
0.425320+00
0.475070+00
0.279600-01
0 . 474930+00
0.524930+00
0.190990-01
0.524770+00
0.574550+00
0.130730-01
0.574380+00
0.623430+00
0.900660-02
0.623240+00
0. 6 71070+00
0.627310-02
0.670870+00
0.717020+00
0.444100-02
0.716810+00
0.760820+00
0.321400-02
0.760590+00
0.802020+00
0.239560-02
0.801780+00
0.840210+00
0.185250-02
0.839960+00
0.875030+00
0.149820-02
0.874770+00
0.906120+00
0.127250-02
0.905850+00
0.933180+00
0.113610-02
0.932900+00
0.955920+00
0.105890-02
0.955640+00
0.974140+00
0.102090-02
0.973850+00
0.987650+00
0.100290-02
0.987350+00
0.996300+00
0.993320-03
0.996010+00
0.100000+01
0.997550-03
0.999700+00
TIME= 0.400000-04
INTERFACE POSITION= 0.992600+00
AVERAGE CONC.= 0.134840+00
ROOTS
CONCENTRATION
POSITION
0.000000+00
0.949560+00
0.000000+00
0.369550-02
0.945230+00
0.366820-02
0. 123530-01
0.910120+00
0.122610-01
0.258580-01
0.830290+00
0.256660-01
0.440750-01
0.727640+00
0.437490-01
0.668240-01
0.616420+00
0.663290-01
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0.614200+00
0.668170-01
0.668240-01
0.502810+00
0.938680 - 01
0.938780-01
0 . 398890+00
0.124960+00
0.124970+00
0.307300+00
0.159770+00
0.159790+00
0.230460+00
0.197960+00
0.197980+00
0.168740+00
0.239160+00
0.239180+00
0.282980+00
0.121010+00
0.282950+00
0.328930+00
0.852930-01
0.328890+00
0.593010 - 01
0.376540+00
0 . 376570+00
0.425450+00
0.408260-01
0.425410+00
0.475070+00
0.279400 - 01
0.475020+00
0.524930+00
0.190830-01
0.524880+00
0.574550+00
0.130620 - 01
0.574490+00
0.623430+00
0.899800-02
0.623360+00
0.671070+00
0.626670 - 02
0.671010+00
0.717020+00
0.443620-02
0.716950+00
0.760820+00
0.321040-02
0.760740+00
0.802020+00
0.239280-02
0.801940+00
0.840210+00
0.185040 - 02
0.840130+00
0.875030+00
0.149670 - 02
0.874940+00
0.906120+00
0.127130-02
0.906030+00
0.933180+00
0.113530-02
0.933080+00
0.955920+00
0.105830 - 02
0.955830+00
0.974140+00
0.102070-02
0.974050+00
0.987650+00
0.100470-02
0.987550+00
0.996300+00
0.991230-03
0.996200+00
0.100000+01
0.977590 - 03
0.999900+00
TIME= 0.200000-04
INTERFACE POSITION= 0.999800+00
AVERAGE CONC.= 0.134120+00
ROOTS
CONCENTRATION
POSITION
0.000000+00
0.964970+00
0.000000+00
0.369550-02
0 . 958120+00
0.369480-02
0.123530 - 01
0.913540+00
0.123500 - 01
0.258580-01
0.829220+00
0.258520-01
0.440750-01
0.725980+00
0.440660-01
0.668240-01
0.614230+00
0.668100-01
0.938780-01
0.502840+00
0.938590-01
0.124970+00
0.398920+00
0.124940+00
0.159790+00
0.307340+00
0.159750+00
0.197980+00
0.230500+00
0.197940+00
0.239180+00
0.168780+00
0.239140+00
0.282980+00
0.121040+00
0.282920+00
0.328930+00
0.853150-01
0.328860+00
0.376570+00
0.593180-01
0.376500+00
0.425450+00
0.408400-01
0.425370+00
0.475070+00
0.279500-01
0.474970+00
0.524930+00
0.190910-01
0.524830+00
0.574550+00
0.130670-01
0.574430+00
0.623430+00
0.900240-02
0.623300+00
0.671070+00
0.626990-02
0.670940+00
0.717020+00
0.443860-02
0.716880+00
0.760820+00
0.321210-02
0.760660+00
0.802020+00
0.239420-02
0.801860+00
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0.185140-02
0.840050+00
0.840210+00
0.149750-02
0.874860+00
0.875030+00
0.127190-02
0.905940+00
0.906120+00
0.933180+00
0.113580-02
0.932990+00
0.955920+00
0.105850-02
0.955730+00
0.974140+00
0.102090-02
0.973950+00
0.987650+00
0.100370-02
0.987450+00
0.996300+00
0.990200-03
0.996110+00
0.100000+01
0.987580-03
0.999800+00
TIME= 0.300000-04
INTERFACE POSITION= 0.999700+00
AVERAGE CONC.= 0.134010+00

CONCENTRATION

POSITION

ROOTS

0.000000+00
0.956770+00
0.000000+00
0.369550-02
0.951360+00
0.369440-02
0.123530-01
0.911820+00
0.123490 - 01
0.258580-01
0.829250+00
0.258500-01
0.440750-01
0.725990+00
0.440620-01
0.668240-01
0.614260+00
0.668040-01
0.938780-01
0.502880+00
0.938490-01
0.124970+00
0.398960+00
0.124930+00
0.159790+00
0.307370+00
0.159740+00
0.197980+00
0.230530+00
0.197920+00
0.239180+00
0.168810+00
0.239110+00
0.282980+00
0.121060+00
0.282890+00
0.328930+00
0.853360-01
0.328830+00
0.376570+00
0.593360-01
0.376460+00
0.425450+00
0.408530-01
0.425320+00
0.475070+00
0.279600-01
0.474930+00
0.524930+00
0.190990-01
0.524770+00
0.574550+00
0.130730-01
0.574380+00
0.623430+00
0.900660-02
0.623240+00
0.671070+00
0.627310-02
0.670870+00
0.717020+00
0.444100-02
0.716810+00
0.760820+00
0.321400-02
0.760590+00
0.802020+00
0.239560-02
0.801780+00
0.840210+00
0.18 5250-02
0.839960+00
0.875030+00
0.149820-02
0.874770+00
0.906120+00
0.127250-02
0.905850+00
0.933180+00
0.113610-02
0.932900+00
0.955920+00
0.105890-02
0.955640+00
0.974140+00
0.102090-02
0.973850+00
0.987650+00
0.100290-02
0.987350+00
0.996300+00
0.993320-03
0.996010+00
0.100000+01
n Q97S50-03
0.999700+00
TIME= 0.400000-04
INTERFACE POSITION= 0.992600+00
AVERAGE CONC.= 0.134840+00

CONCENTRATION

POSITION

0.949560+00
0.945230+00
0.910120+00
0.8 30290+00
0.727640+00
0.616420+00

0.000000+00
0.366820-02
0.122610-01
0.256660-01
0.437490-01
0.663290-01

ROOTS

0.000000+00
0.369550-02
0.123530-01
0.258580-01
0.440750-01
0.668240-01
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0.505350+00
0.931830-01
0.93878D-01
0.401610+00
0.124040+00
0.12497D+OO
0.309990+00
0.158600+00
0.159790+00
0.232990+00
0.196520+00
0.197980+00
0.170980+00
0.237410+00
0.239180+00
0.122930+00
0.280880+00
0.282980+00
0.32893D+OO
0.868600 - 01
0.326490+00
0.376570+00
0.605580-01
0.373790+00
0.42545D+OO
0.418000-01
0.422300+00
0.475070+00
0.286910-01
0.471550+00
0.52493D+OO
0.196460-01
0.521050+00
0.574550+00
0.134890-01
0.570300+00
0.623430+00
0.931090-02
0.618810+00
0.671070+00
0.650590-02
0.666110+00
0.717020+00
0.460910-02
0.711720+00
0.760820+00
0.334620-02
0.755190+00
0.802020+00
0.248890 - 02
0.796080+00
0.840210+00
0.192900-02
0.834000+00
0.875030+00
0.154900-02
0.868560+00
0.906120+00
0.131650-02
0.899420+00
0.933180+00
0.116080-02
0.926270+00
0.955920+00
0.108210-02
0.948850+00
0.974140+00
0.102940-02
0.96693D+OO
0.987650+00
0.101380-02
0.980340+00
0.996300+00
0.100060-02
0.988930+00
0.100000+01
0.999850-03
0.992600+00
TH1E= 0. 500000 - 04
INTERFACE POSITION= 0.989970+00
AVERAGE CONC.= 0.13509D+OO
ROOTS
CONCENTRATION
POSITION
0.000000+00
0.94314D+OO
0.000000+00
0.369550-02
0.939540+00
0.365850 - 02
0.123530-01
0 . 907780+00
0.122290-01
0.258580-01
0.830530+00
0.255980 - 01
0.440750-01
0.72825D+OO
0.436330-01
0.668240-01
0.617220+00
0.661530-01
0.938780-01
0.506280+00
0.929360-01
0.124970+00
0.402600+00
0.123710+00
0.159790+00
0.31097D+OO
0.158180+00
0.197980+00
0.233910+00
0.196000+00
0.239180+00
0.17180D+OO
0.236780+00
0.282980+00
0.123620+00
0.280140+00
0.3289 30+00
0.874330-01
0.325630+00
0.3765 70+00
0.610190-01
0.372800+00
0.4254 50+00
0.421580-01
0.421180+00
0.475070+00
0.289680-01
0.470300+00
0.524930+00
0.198530-01
0.519670+00
0.574550+00
0.136470-01
0.568780+00
0.623430+00
0.942660-02
0.617170+00
0.671070+00
0.659480-02
0.664340+00
0.717020+00
0.467340-02
0.709830+00
0.760820+00
0.339680-02
0.753180+00
0.802020+00
0.252490-02
0.79397D+OO
0.840210+00
0.195840-02
0.831780+00
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0. 15691D-02
0.133320-02
0. 117140- 02
0. 109040-02
0.103490-02
0.101620-02
0. 10051D-02
0.100430-02

0.866250+00
0.897030+00
0.923810+00
0.946330+00
0.964370+00
0. 977740+00
0.986310+00
0.989970+00

0.875030+00
0.906120+00
0.933180+00
0.955920+00
0.974140+00
0.987650+00
0.996300+00
0.100000+01

CALCULATIONS COMPLETED AS SPECIFIED, TIME= 0.500000-04
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS
104

105

D. SUBROUTINES USED IN THE APPLICATION OF THE
METHOD OF ORTHOGONAL COLLOCATION

The subroutines listed in this section are required to evaluate the
discretization matrices A and B. The subroutine JCOBI is fully documented
in Villadsen and Michelsen, (1978). The subroutine DISCRT calculates the
discretization matrices A.. and B... A listing of these subroutines
l.J

follows below.

l.J

106

C
C
C
C

EVALUATION OF ROOTS AND DERIVATIVES OF JACOBI POLYNOMIALS
P(N) (AL ,BE ).
FIRST EVALUATION OF COEFFICIENTS IN RECURSIVE FORNULAS.
RECURSIVE COEFFICIENTS ARE STORED IN DIF1 AND DIF2.

C*********************************************************************

11

SUBROUTINE JCOBI(ND,N,NO,N1,AL,BE,DIF1,DIF2,DIF3,DIF4,DlF5,ROOT)
HfPLICIT REAU<8 (A-H,O-Z)
DINENSION DIF1(ND),DIF2(ND),DIF3(ND),DIF4(ND),DIF5(~D ) ,ROOT (~D)
AB=AL+BE
AD=BE-AL
AP=BE,"AL
DIF1(1)=(AD/(AB+2)+1)/2
DIF2 (1 )=0.
IF(N.LT.2) GO TO 15
DO 10 I=2,N
Zl=I-1
Z=AB+2,"Zl
DIF1(I)=(AB*AD/Z/(Z+2)+1)/2
IF(I.NE.2) GO TO 11
DIF2(I)=(AB+AP+Zl)/Z/Z/(Z+1)
GO TO 10
Z=Z,':-Z
Y=Zl~"(AB+Zl)
Y=Y~'<(AP+Y)

c

10

DIF2(I)=Y/Z/(Z-l)
CONTINUE

C ROOT DETERMINATION BY NEWTON METOD WITH SUPRESSION OF
C PREVIOUSLY DETERMINED ROOTS

C*********************************************************************

c

15

X=O.
DO 20 I=l ,N
25 XD=O.
XN=l.
XD1=0.
XNl=O.
DO 30 J=l ,N
XP=(DIFl(J)-X)*XN-DIF2(J)*XD
XP l=(DIFl (J) -X)~'rXNl-DIF2 (J)'''XDl- XN
XD=XN
XDl=XNl
XN=XP
30 XN1=XP1
ZC=l.
Z=XN/XN1
IF(I.EQ.l) GO TO 21
DO 22 J=2,I
22 ZC=ZC-Z/(X-ROOT(J-1))
21 Z=Z/ZC
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c

20

X=X-Z
IF(DABS(Z).GT.1.D-9) GO TO 25
ROOT(I)=X
X=X+.0001
CONTINUE

C*''r''r*''<**''r''r***''<***''r*>'r>'r*>'r>'r~'r***'"*'"*''r>'r*>'<*>'<>'r>'r>'r*>'<**>'r*>h'<*•'<•'r*''r**''r>'r*>'<>'r>'r*-lr**''r~'•**

C ADD EVENTUAL INTERPOLATION POINTS AT X = 0 OR X = 1
C>'<>'r>'r>'<**>'<*>'r>'r>'r>'r*>'<******''r*>'<>'r>'r>'r>'r~:>'r>'r>'r***''<*>'<>'r1'r>'<>'r>'r1'r>'r*>'r>'r>'r>'r>'r*>'<*>'r*>'r*>'r>'r>'r>'r>'r>'r****'~•*

c

31

c

35

NT=N+NO+NI
IF(NO.EQ.O) GO TO 35
DO 31 I=1 ,N
J=N+1-I
ROOT(J+I)=ROOT(J)
ROOT(l)=O.
IF(N1.EQ.I) ROOT(NT)=1.

C>'<*>'r>'r>'<*~'<*~'r>'r*>'<>'r**•'r***''<***''<*****>'r*>'r**>'r>'r****''r*>'r*~'r~'r*>'<>'r>'r>'r>'<***''r>'r>'r>'r>'r>'r*>'<-lr*>'r***

C EVALUATE DERIVATIVES OF POLYNOMIAL
C****''<*'"'*'"''"''r*~'<>'<***~'<>'<>h'r>'<>'<>'<>'r~'<>'<~'r~"''"'''r*~'<>'<****"'''''"''r***'''*'"''r''r**''<*~'r•'r•'<*>'<*''**''''r****

c

40

DO 40 I=1 ,NT
X=ROOT(I)
DIFI (1)=1.
DIF2(I)=O.
DIF3 (I)=O.
DIF4(I)=O.
DIFS(I)=O .
DO 40 J=1,NT
IF(J.EQ.I) GO TO 40
Y=X-ROOT(J)
DIF5 (I)=Y•'<DIF5 (I)+S. *DIF4(I)
DIF4(I)=Y*DIF4(I)+4.*DIF3(I)
DIF3(I)=Y*DIF3(I)+3.*DIF2(I)
DIF2(I)=Y*DIF2(I)+2.*DIFl(I)
DIFl(I)=Y*DIFl(I)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C****>'r~'r*>h'r>'r>'r*>'r>'r***'"'***>'<**'"'*''<*>'<>'r>'r**''r*i<>'r>'r******''r>'r-lr****>'<*****'"**''r**>h'<*•'<*>'r

C THIS SUBROUTINE EVALUATES DISCRETIZATION MATRICES AND GAUSSIAN
C QUADRATURE WEIGHTS NORMALIZED TO Smf OF ONE.

C**>'r>'r>'<**~'r>'r>'r>'r*>'r>'r****'"'*>'r>'r>'r>'r>'r>'r*>'<>'r>'r*****•'<*>'r>'r>'r*>'r***>'rir>'r~'r>'r>'r*****>'r>'r*~'r**''<*>'r****

SUBROUTINE DISCRT(ND,N,NO,Nl,ID,DIFl,DIF2,DIF3,DIF4,DIF5,ROOT,
& A,B,C,D)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION DIF1(ND),DIF2(ND),DIF3(ND),DIF4(ND),DIF5(ND),ROOT(ND)
DIMENSION A(ND,ND),B(ND,ND),C(ND,ND),D(ND,ND)
NT=N+NO+N1
DO 20 J=l ,NT
DO 20 I=1 ,NT
Y=ROOT(J)-ROOT(I)
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20

30

40

50

IF(I.EQ.J) A(J,I)=DIF2(I)/DIF1(I)/2.
IF(I.EQ.J) GO TO 20
A(J,I)=DIFl(J)/DIFl(I)/Y
CONTINUE
IF(ID.EQ . l) RETURN
DO 30 J=l ,NT
DO 30 I=l,NT
Y=ROOT(J) - ROOT(I)
IF(I.EQ.J) B(J,I)=DIF3(I)/DIFl(I)/3.
IF(I.EQ.J) GO TO 30
B(J,I)=2.*(A(J,I)*A(J,J) -A(J,I) /Y)
CONTINUE
IF(ID.EQ.2) RETURN
DO 40 J=l , NT
DO 40 I=l ,NT
Y=ROOT(J) - ROOT(I)
IF(I . EQ.J) C(J,I)=DIF4(I)/DIFl(I)/4.
IF(I . EQ.J) GO TO 40
C(J,I)=3.*(A(J,I)*B(J,J)-B(J,I)/Y)
CONTINUE
IF(ID.EQ.3) RETURN
DO SO J=l ,NT
DO SO I=l ,NT
Y=ROOT(J)-ROOT(I)
IF(I.EQ.J) D(J,I)=DIFS(I)/DIFl(I)/5.
IF(I.EQ.J) GO TO SO
D(J,I)=4 .*(A(J,I)*C(J,J)-C(J,I)/Y)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

